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Total: 1,3 17,304 sf 

Applicant: 
Hofhan  Company, LLC 
by Kenneth Wire, 
McGuireWoods LLP 

Residential & Retail 
Block I 1: 674,259 sf 
Block 12: 64 1,964 sf 

Location: 
22 10 Eisenhower Avenue 

I Small Area Plan: / Eisenhower East I 

L 

Proposed Use: 

Gross Floor Area: 

Purpose of Application 
Stage 2 DSUP approval for development of two blocks in the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan 
area. The proposal includes two residentialhetail mixed-use buildings on the east side of the 
Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station, name approvals for two new public streets - Anchor Street 
and Swamp Fox Road - and the new Eisenhower Station Square at the renovated Eisenhower 
Avenue Metro Station. .- 

Green Building: 

Special Use Permits, Modifications, and other Approvals Requested: 
1. Development Special Use Permit with Site Plan Stage 2(DSUP 2009-0004) 
2. Coordinated Development District Amendment (CDD 2009-0002) 
3. Special Use Permit for a Transportation Management Plan (SUP 2009-0063) 
4. Master Plan Amendment for increased height (MPA 2009-0002) 
5. Special Use Permit for increased penthouse heights and additional penthouses 
6. Street Names for two new public streets (Street Name Case 2009-0002,2009-0009) 
7. Modifications to building setback to building height ratio, landscape guidelines and 

compact parking space ratio. 
8. Encroachment for electrical vaults in the public right of way. 

Staff Recommendation: APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS 

Staff Reviewers: Gwen Wright, gwen.wri~ht@,alexandriava.aov 
Thomas H. Canfield, AIA, NCARB, tom.canfield~alexandriava.e;ov 
Gary Wagner, RLA gaw.wag;ner@,alexandriava.aov 
Natalie Sun, AICP, LEED AP (former staff member) 

* 

LEED Certified or 
1 Green Globe (& min. 40% of 
possible Green Globes points) 



DSUP #2009-0004 
Eisenhower East Blocks 11 & 12 

PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION, APRIL 6,2010: On a motion by Mr. Wagner, 
seconded by Mr. Jennings, the Planning Commission voted to adopt Resolution MPA #2009- 

1 0002 for inireased height. The motioncamed on a vote of 6 to 0. 

On a motion by Mr. Wagner, seconded by Mr. Jennings, the Planning Commission voted to 
recommend approval of CDD #2009-0002. The motion camed on a vote of 6 to 0. 

On a motion by Mr. Wagner, seconded by Mr. Jennings, the Planning Commission voted to 
recommend a~uroval of D S W  #2009-0004, SUP #2009-0063, and ENC #2010-0004, and 
voted to approve Street Name #2009-0002 and 2009-0009, subject to compliance with all 
applicable codes, ordinances, staff recommendations and conditions, with amendments to 
Conditions 1,2,3,4(ff), 4(11), 4(nn), 7, 8, 8(h), 9, 15,26,27,35(a)(iv), 35(b), 42,43,44, 51, 57, 
66,67, 88, 13 I(a) and deletion of Conditions 4(v) and 90. The motion camed on a vote of 6 to 
0. 

Reason: The Planning Commission agreed with the staff analysis and recommendations as 
amended and also recommended that Conditions 5 1 and 57 regarding affordable housing units 
not be limited to a 30 year expiration date. 

Joanne Lepanto spoke in opposition to the proposal. 

Jonathan Rak, attorney representing the applicant, spoke in support of the application and to 
clarify conditions with which the applicant disagreed. 



DSUP #2009-0004 
Eisenhower East Blocks 1 1 & 12 

KEY MAP I 

CDD #2009-0002 
MPA #2009-0002 
DSUP #2009-0004 
TMP-SUP #2009-0063 
ENC#2010-0004 
STNAME #2009-0002, #2009-0009 I 



I. SUMMARY 

A. Recommendation and Summary of Issues 

The Hoffhan Company, LLC is requesting approval of a Stage 2 Development Special Use 
Permit and all associated applications for a proposed mixed-use residential and retail 
development on Blocks 11 and 12 in Eisenhower East. Staff recommends approval of these 
applications subject to compliance with the staE recommended conditions. 

There are many significant issues that were considered with this proposal, and are discussed in 
this report, including: 

Consistency with the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan, HofEnan CDD Plan, and Stage 1 
DSUP for Blocks 11 & 12; 
Affordable housing and associated density bonus; 
Building design and environmental sustainability; 
Retail uses - including a new grocery store and street-facing retail along Eisenhower 
Avenue and new Dock Lane; 
Creation of public open space; 
Improvements to the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station area; 
Improvements to a Resource Protection Area; 
Traffic impacts; and 
Pedestrian and streetscape improvements. 

In particular, staff would like to emphasize a number of aspects of this application: 

This development is an important part of achieving the vision for the Eisenhower East 
Small Area Plan as a high density, tramit-oriented area with a significant system of 
integrated open spaces. 
The heights of the three towers and architectural design of this project will define 
Alexandria's skyline as it will be among the tallest buildings in the Washington, D.C. 
region. 
The mix of high-density residential and retail uses, including approximately 1,200 
dwelling units and approximately 67,000 square feet of total retail - with a 50,000 square- 
foot Harris Teeter grocery store - is appropriate near a Metro station and will help to 
maximize transit usage. 
This development creates four new streets that will contribute significantly to creation of 
an urban grid system in the East Eisenhower area. 
In conjunction with this project, there will be a major renovation of the Eisenhower 
Metro Station, including reconfigured and consolidated bus facilities, relocation of the 
Kiss & Ride lot, better taxi, shuttle and car-share spaces, and upgraded paving and 
canopies. The applicant will be implementing the bus loop improvements, and the City 
will be implementing the station improvements using existing grant funds - the CIP 
budget next year will be modified to reflect this City project. 
A new open space plaza immediately north of the Metro station entrance (where the 
current Kiss & Ride lot is located) will be created as part of this proposal. The expanded 
Eisenhower Station Square, as it is called, will be a key node for public gatherings in 
Eisenhower East and will complement the Eisenhower Metro transit hub. The costs for 



the design and construction of this portion of the project are being shared by the City and 
the applicant. 
This project is proposing over 50,000 square feet (which equates to over 50 units) of new 
affordable housing units and significant monetary contributions to the City's Housing 
Trust Fund. 
This project will achieve green building certification levels of LEED Certified or 1 Green 
Globe (attaining a minimum of 40 percent of the total possible Green Globes points). 
The net new tax revenue (after City services have been accounted for) generated from the 
residential development is anticipated to be approximately $1,073,000 per year. The sales 
tax generated by this development would add an anticipated $225,000 more in net tax 
revenue per year, thereby making the total net new taxes generated by this project 
approximately $1.3 million per year in today's dollars. 

B. General Project Description 

The development proposal for Blocks 11 and 12 in the Eisenhower East district includes the 
construction of two buildings. Block 11 consists of one building with two towers for a total of 
approximately 675,000 square feet - an east tower with 22 stories and a west tower adjacent to 
the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station consisting of 3 1 stories. A 723-space underground 
parking garage will serve this block and will include 5 levels of underground parking. In 
addition, a 150-space surface parking lot on Block 11 is proposed in conjunction with the 
proposed grocery store use. This surface lot is located below major Dominion Virginia Power 
transmission lines and, thus, no building can be located in this area. 

Block 12 will include a 28-story building with approximately 640,000 square feet and 782 
above- and below-grade parking spaces. The northeast corner of Block 12 will also have a small 
open space plaza area on the applicant's property, which could be used for informal gathering 
space or outdoor dining. 

As the application for Blocks 11 and 12 is the first Stage 2 application to be filed for the 
Hoffman properties, several additional components accompany this proposal, as mandated by the 
CDD conditions. One of these additional elements is improvements to the Eisenhower Metro 
Station area, including construction of a new urban plaza and reconfiguration of the bus loop 
road. This Stage 2 DSUP application for Blocks 11 and 12 includes plans for these adjacent 
improvements. 

With this proposal, the applicant requests approval of the following: 

1. Stage 2 Development Special Use Permit with Site Plan; 

2. Coordinated Development District Plan (CDD) Amendment; 

3. Special Use Permit for a Transportation Management Plan Amendment; 

4. Master Plan Amendment for increased height for both blocks; 

5. Special Use Permit for increased penthouse heights and additional penthouses on both 
blocks; and 

6.  Street Names for two new public streets: Anchor Street and Swamp Fox Road. 

7. Encroachment for electrical vaults in the public right of way. 



8. Modifications to building setback to building height ratio, landscape guidelines and 
compact parking space ratio. 

BACKGROUND 

Procedural Background 

Two-stage DSUP Ap~roval Process 

The two-stage DSUP approval process for Blocks 1 1 and 12 is unique to the Hoffman properties 
located in the Eisenhower East district. This two-step process is the result of a settlement 
agreement to a lawsuit filed by Hoffman Management, Inc. against the City of Alexandria on the 
basis that the approval of the 1998 CDD Concept Plan vested the Hoffinan properties with 
certain specific development rights, notwithstanding the subsequent adoption of the Eisenhower 
East Small Area Plan in 2003. The City opposed the argument that the 1998 CDD Concept Plan 
created any vested rights with respect to the Hoffman properties. Prior to completion of the 
Circuit Court trial, both parties agreed to a compromise, which resulted in the creation of a two- 
stage DSUP approval process. 

In February 2006, a series of applications related to the Ho&an properties were approved by 
the Planning Commission and City Council. These approvals included: 

An amendment to the 1998 CDD Concept Plan (CDD#2005-0002) for the Hoffman 
properties in Eisenhower East 

A transportation management plan special use permit (SUP#2005-0115) 

Stage 1 development special use permits (DSUP#2005-0031 through 0035) for 
Eisenhower East Blocks 2,3,4,5,9A, 9B, 11, 12,24, and 25A 

The Stage 1 DSUP approvals included approvals for use, adjusted gross floor area (AGFA), 
number of parking spaces, levels of underground parking, preliminary building massing, and 
height. As all of the above-named blocks have obtained Stage 1 DSUP approvals, the next step 
in the development approval process is for each block to apply for individual Stage 2 DSUP 
applications. Evaluation of the Stage 2 DSUP application includes review of the final massing, 
design scale, articulation, and footprint of the building(@ together with other related factors 
including the DSUP application checklist items not previously provided as part of the Stage 1 
DSUP. In addition, review of the development proposals for each block for compliance with the 
Eisenhower East Design Guidelines is part of the Stage 2 DSUP process. Blocks 11 and 12, the 
subject of this application, is the first set of blocks that has filed for approval of its Stage 2 DSUP. 

In addition to the Stage 2 DSUP application and associated requests, the applicant is also 
requesting approvals for amendments to the CDD Plan and transportation management plan 
(TMP) special use permit (SUP), and master plan. The proposed increase in floor area for 
Blocks 1 1 and 12 triggers the TMP-SUP amendment per Condition 7 of the CDD approval. In 
conjunction with the proposed additional floor area is a proposed height increase, requiring a 
master plan amendment (MPA). 



B. Site Context 

Located in the Coordinated Development District (CDD#2) zone, Blocks 11 and 12 are located 
along Eisenhower Avenue immediately to the east of the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station. 
Blocks 1 1 and 12 are undeveloped and are currently occupied by a large surface parking lot. 

A new street, Port Street, will be located to the east of the subject properties. On the east side of 
Port Street is the future head of the Eisenhower Park system and Blocks 19 and 20 (2250 and 
2200 Mill Road, respectively). DSUPs for Blocks 19 and 20 have been approved by the 
Planning Commission and City Council, and four high-rise buildings are planned on these blocks. 
The existing WMATA Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station is located to the west, and will be 
separated from Blocks 11 and 12 by Anchor Street, a new street to be constructed by the 
applicant. Across Eisenhower Avenue to the north is the existing Mill Race residential 
development, the Meridian at Eisenhower (2351 Eisenhower Avenue) and Carlyle Place East 
(225 1 Eisenhower Avenue). South of the site are the future Southern Street, Dominion Virginia 
high-tension power lines, and the Capital Beltway. 

C. Site History and Historic Context 

During the nineteenth century, much of Eisenhower East was marshland and the area currently 
defined as Blocks 11 and 12 would have been part of the flood plain of Cameron Run. These 
low-lying areas have since been filled, first with sediment and later with soil from the 
construction of the Capital Beltway to the south. As recently as the 1940's, small boats may 
have navigated areas within the marsh. 

During the archaeological excavation, the remains of a pier were found in the eastern part of 
Blocks 11 and 12. The pier is believed to have been part of a historic dock on Hunting Creek 
that functioned as an export point for Cameron Mill. Other significant sites discovered on the 
Hoffman property include: 

The burial vault and cemetery of the West family, located just north of the AMC movie 
theater. The Wests were among the founders of the Town of Alexandria. 

The remains of a mill race and Cameron Mills, constructed by 1798 where the Hoffman 
parking structure now stands. One of the mills became the Alexandria Water Company 
pumping station in 185 1, and operated until the mid-20th century. The tail race for the 
mills ran through Blocks 11 and 12. 

The remnants of the Cameron Farm complex, purchased by the Roberts' family in 1848, 
which included the mills, farmhouse, miller's residence, and several outbuildings. 

Another significant site, the Village of Cameron, probably located just west of the current 
development blocks, was settled before the establishment of Alexandria and is believed to have 
been a port for tobacco export on Hunting Creek. 

Since the 198OYs, the project site and the Eisenhower Avenue corridor have been largely 
surrounded by surface parking lots, large vacant sites, office space, flex space, and warehousing 
uses. Under the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan, high-density, transit-oriented uses are 
envisioned for this district, with the highest density closest to the metro station. The beginnings 



of this vision are starting to be realized with the recent completion of the Meridian at Eisenhower 
and Carlyle Place East mixed-use buildings across Eisenhower Avenue fiom Blocks 1 1 and 12. 

D. Detailed Project Description 

The Hoffian Company, LLC is requesting approval for a development consisting of two mixed- 
use buildings with three towers. Under the small area plan, Coordinated Development District 
Plan (CDD #2), and Stage 1 Development Special Use Permit for Blocks 11 and 12, mixed-use 
residential and retail development has been approved for these sites. The proposal for Block 1 1 
consists of a 22-story residential tower and a 3 1-story residential tower on top of a three-story 
expressed base with designated retail space for an anticipated Harris Teeter grocery store use on 
the ground floor and retail uses along Dock Lane. A 28-story residential tower is proposed on 
Block 12, with ground-floor retail frontage along Eisenhower Avenue, Anchor Street, and 
portions of retail along Dock Lane and Port Street. Framing these two blocks will be several 
new streets: Southern Street, an east-west connection originating at Mill Road and eventually 
continuing west to Block 1 (existing Holiday Inn); Port and Anchor Streets, north-south 
connections between Eisenhower Avenue and Southern Street; and Dock Lane, an east-west 
private road separating Blocks 11 and 12 (and Blocks 19 and 20 to the east.) 

Approximately 1,200 residential units are in the current proposal, including approximately 50-55 
affordable units, due to the application of the Affordable Housing Density Bonus. The current 
mix of units, which may be adjusted slightly at final site plan, is: 12% Studios (ave. 560 sq. ft.); 
64% 1BR (ave. 700-850 sq.ft.); and 24% 2BR (ave. 1,100 - 2,000 sq. ft.). 

The ground-floor retail configuration includes the potential for an approximately 50,000 square- 
foot grocery store on Block 11, with approximately 17,000 square-feet of additional retail space 
on Blocks 11 and 12. The ground-level retail also includes approximately 1,000 square feet of 
"pocket retail" on Dock Lane as described below. 

In addition to the proposal for construction on Blocks 11 and 12, CDD conditions require 
implementation of certain additional improvements at. the Eisenhower Metro Station, which are 
discussed in more detail below. 

Several district-wide requirements of the CDD are also tied to the Stage 2 DSUP application 
process, including a Public Art Plan and Open Space and Infrastructure Phasing Plan for all of 
the H o f i a n  Stage 1 and 2 properties. As the application for Blocks 1 1 and 12 is the first Stage 
2 application to be filed for the H o f i a n  properties, the CDD requires that many of these 
district-wide components be addressed with the Blocks 1 1 and 12 proposal. 

Blocks 1 I and 12 

The proposal for Blocks 11 and 12 consists of three, primarily masonry and glass, residential 
towers on top of bases with designated retail on the ground floor of both buildings. Block 11 
East is 277 feet (22 stories); Block 12 is 339 feet (28 stories); and Block 11 West is 370 feet (31 
stories). The two Block 11 towers total approximately 675,000 square feet in a single building, 
with the tallest tower adjacent to the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station. Block 12 consists of a 
single tower, with approximately 640,000 square feet of floor area. The design of the buildings 
is discussed in more detail below in the Staff Analysis Section. 



The ground-floor retail configuration includes the potential for an approximately 50,000 square- 
foot grocery store on Block 11, as well as approximately 17,000 square feet of ground-floor 
retail on Blocks 1 1 & 12 combined. The northeast corner of Block 12 will also have a small open 
space plaza area on the applicant's property, which could be used for informal gathering space or 
outdoor dining. 

A 723-space underground parking garage will serve Block 11, and a 150-space surface lot will 
accompany the grocery store on this. block. On Block 12,782 spaces are proposed in above and 
below-grade garages to serve the residential and retail uses in this block. 

Eisenhower Metro Station and Eisenhower Station Suuare 

In conjunction with this project, there will be a major renovation of the Eisenhower Metro 
Station, including reconfigured and consolidated bus facilities, relocation of the Kiss & Ride lot, 
better taxi, shuttle and car-share spaces, upgraded paving and canopies, and construction of a 
major public open space - Eisenhower Station Square. 

These are all improvements that were called for the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan and CDD 
#2005-0002. As part of the CDD amendment, certain improvements to the Metro station area 
were tied to the Stage 2 DSUP applications for Blocks 9A, 9B, 1 1, or 12. Specific improvements 
are required to occur as part of the first of these applications. Over the past several years, the 
HoHinan Company, WMATA, and the City have worked jointly to develop a plan to improve the 
Eisenhower Metro Station and a draft Memorandum of Understanding is being developed which 
lays out the parties' respective responsibilities for these improvements. A summary of these 
responsibilities is: 1 .) the applicant will be implementing the bus loop improvements, in 
fulfillment of the CDD conditions, along with construction of new public streets planned around 
the station; 2.) the City will be implementing the station improvements using existing grant funds 
- and the City's CIP budget next year will be modified to reflect this project; and 3.) the City and 
the applicant will share the responsibility for designing/constructing Eisenhower Station Square. 



A key node of the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan, Eisenhower Station Square will be a transit 
plaza centrally located at the metro station. This plaza will be a major gathering space and civic 
center for the City along Eisenhower Avenue within the HofTman Town Center, which 
encompasses Blocks 1 1 and 12. 

111. ZONING 

I 1 

*Includes request for bonus density as part of affordable housing provision 
**Includes Master Plan Amendment request for additional height 

ruble I. Zonhg compliance table. 

Property Address: 22 10 Eisenhower Avenue 
Block 1 1 : 126,O 10 sf (2.89 ac) 

Site Area: Block 12: 59,653 sf (1.37 ac) 
Total: 185,663 sf (4.26 ac) 

Zone: Existing - CDD#2 
Proposed - CDD#2 

Current Use: Block 1 1 : Surface parking lot 
Block 12: Surface parking lot 

Proposed Use: Block 1 1 : Residential & retail 
Block 12: Residential & retail 

'~ross  Floor area (GFA) is defined as the sum of all gross horizontal areas under a roof or roo&. These areas are 
measured from the exterior faces of walls or from the center-line of party walls. Elevator and stair bulkheads, rnulti- 
story atriums and similar volumetric construction, not involving floor space are excluded. 

Floor 
area1: 

Height: 

Parking: 

Loading 
spaces: 

PermittedIRequired 
Block 1 I 

626,456 sf 

250 ft 

Garage: 924 spaces 

Surface: 160 spaces 
(for grocery store) 

Total: 1084 spaces 

4 spaces 

Proposed 
Block 12 

545,762 sf 

250 ft 

Garage: 238 spaces 

2 spaces 

Block I1 

674,259 sfr 

East: 277 ft** 
West: 370 ft** 

Garage: 723 spaces 

Surface: 1 5 0 spaces 
(for grocery store) 

Total: 873 spaces 

5 spaces 

Block 12 

64 1,964 SF 

339 ft** 

Garage: 782 spaces 

Total: 782 spaces 

1 space 



IV. STAFF ANALYSIS 
.. ;I, > . :, . * I  : ,.; 

A. Master Plan Amendment Request 1 .  : 1. I . 1 . 
::ff:+ {J.i,; ) 11.. 1 1 1  I i f  4 1 , ' : 

The applidani' iii'k(uis6G~ i s i g n i f i ~ ? ' i n " c r ~ a s ~ ~ - ~ e e ~ ~ t t e ' d  height for Blocks 11 and 12 
specified by the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan. Currently, the EESAP permits a maximum 
of 250 feet in height as the cap for these blocks. The proposal is for a 120-foot increase in height 
on Block 11 and an 89-foot increase on Block 12. Providing variety in height and mass, the 
buildings will step up counterclockwise towards the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station. The 
Block 11 east tower will stand at 277 feet, Block 12 will be 339 feet, and Block 11 west will be . 
370 feet tall (all heights are to highest point of building - for example, top of the accent fins - ' 
and not roof height.) I. . ' , , ,  '.I. 

I I 
1 , ' 

Staff supports this increase in the'peWitted height for seveMf&sons: 

1. Staff believes that this Master Plan Amendment for additional height is consistent with the 
goals established by the EESAP. The EESAP envisions that the tallest buildings in Eisenhower 
Ehst should be concentrated around the Eisenhower Avenue Metro station area. A number of 
buildings on blocks adjacent to 1 1 and 12 are approved at andlor built at 250 feet tall. Blocks 1 1 
and 12 are next to the station, and should have the greatest height and density. This creates a 
clear "tent" of buildings focused on the Metro station. 

2. The design of three slim, very tall towers of staggered heights will contribute positively to the 
Alexandria skyline and will serve as a symbol of the transformation of the Eisenhower valley. At 
370 feet tall, Block 1 1-west would be one of the tallest buildings in the region, and as a slender 
tower, would contribute positively to deflning Alexandria's skyline. The two Block 11 towers, 
with narrow floorplates and a strong vertical design emphasis, will be visible fiom several 
vantage points in the surrounding area and prominent within the Eisenhower valley. Out of 
concern for the building height in comparison to the height of the Masonic Temple, staff did a 
section study, Illustrative A below, that demonstrates that the top of the tallest building on Block 
11 is approximately 54 feet lower than the top of the Masonic Temple. In addition, the closest 
building @lock 12) is approximately 7/10 of a mile away from the Masonic Temple, with a 
number of large buildings between them. 

- - - 6 

. . , , ' I !  . -:- ' . *  ; . * ,  >: 

' 
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Illustrative A , - 



In earlier schemes for this project, the applicant proposed three towers of uniform (albeit lower) 
heights. Staff encouraged the applicant to reevaluate the massing to incorporate stepped forms 
which would provide visual interest and would counteract the perception of Carlyle/Eisenhower 
East as a visual "plateau." For more information on building design, see Section K. Building 
Design below. 

3. Another reason staff supports the additional height is that the applicant is providing a 
significant amount of affordable housing on this site in return for a density bonus. Additional 
development density - including that for affordable housing - in this location next to a Metro 
Station, is particularly desirable, with readily accessible transit amenities. With approximately 
50,000 square feet of affordable housing, this project will provide the largest number of 
affordable housing units of any new development in the City. Additionally, these affordable units 
will be located in a part of the City that has a very small amount of existing affordable housing. 

4. The additional height allows for more vertical building forms with narrower building masses 
and smaller tower footprints. The Stage 1 DSUP plan for Blocks 11 and 12 included buildings 
with blockier massing that focused more height along Dock Lane, which is anticipated to be a 
major pedestrian route to the Metro station. The massing on Block 11 included a 70-foot-high 
bar of residential above retail running parallel to the street, connecting the east and west towers. 
This would have created a "canyon effect" on Dock Lane and left it in shadow most of the time. 
With the current application, the design was revised to remove some of the massing along Dock 
Lane to be incorporated into the vertical towers. This supports the principle behind the required 
setback-to-building height ratio in Section 6-403a of the Zoning Ordinance, "to provide for 
appropriate building heights or streetwalls given certain street widths." The result is a Dock 
Lane that has improved sun exposure for the street. Additionally, there is more sun for the 
amenity deck on Block 12. Even though the applicant has worked to push the bulk of the 
building massing away from Dock Lane, the applicant is requesting a modification to Section 6- 
403a of the Zoning Ordinance in specific locations along Dock Lane. This modification is M e r  
described below. 

For all the above reasons, staff supports the requested Master Plan Amendment for increased 
building height on Blocks 11 and 12. 

~onsistency with Eisenhower East Small Area Plan and CDD #2 

The Eisenhower East Small Area Plan (EESAP) calls for high-density projects on both Blocks 
11 and 12. This proposal is consistent with the small area plan, providing dense mixed-use 
residential and commercial buildings adjacent to a Metro station, transit incentives, significant 
ground-floor retail, and extensive pedestrian amenities including the new Eisenhower Station - -.yq 
Square. - n y. 

I 
- - -  

*L->&- . 
Development of these three buildings also includes the creahon of four new stkeek, forming the 
urban grid pattern envisioned by the EESAP. The existing mega block on which Blocks 11 and 
12 is situated will be reorganized into a pedestrian-oriented urban environment. The following 
public benefits will be provided, consistent with required elements of the EESAP: 

High-density development near a Metro station 
Transit-oriented development 



Creation of new grid streets 
Creation of Eisenhower Station Square, a new urban plaza 
Improvements to the Eisenhower Metro Station, including a reconfigured bus loop road 
LEED or Green Globes certification 
Underground parking for both blocks 
Affordable housing on both blocks 
Significant ground-floor retail, including a grocery store 
Pedestrian and streetscape improvements 
Public art in both Eisenhower Station Square and on the plaza on Block 12. 

The mass and scale of the buildings are appropriate for the blocks on which they are located and 
the design has achieved conceptual approval from the Carlyle-Eisenhower East Design Review 
Board, and a memo from the DRB is attached (Attachment J). Proposals for both blocks are also 
in substantial compliance with the Eisenhower East Design Guidelines. A few deviations from 
the design guidelines exist. See Figures 2 and 3 for an analysis of the design guidelines 
pertaining to Blocks 11 and 12. The applicant's SUP request for increased density and Master 
Plan amendment for increased building height on both blocks discussed above and below 
addresses the inconsistencies related to the design guidelines for the building envelope. The 
remaining design guideline deviations related to the building design will be discussed further as 
part of the building design analysis section of this report. 

Revisions to the CDD are proposed in conformance with this Stage 2 DSUP for Blocks 11&12. 
The amendments to the CDD consist of revisions to incorporate the additional AGFA, additional 
parking spaces and the increased height for the project. In addition, amended conditions are 
proposed addressing the phasing of the expanded Eisenhower Station Square, to include 
construction of a portion of this urban plaza as part of the development of Eisenhower East 
Blocks 9A and 9B. It is anticipated that future Stage 2 DSUP applications may also require 
amendments to the CDD to, at a minimum, ensure consistency with those Stage 2 DSUP 
development proposals. 

C. Retail Uses 

The Hoffman Town Center, stretching from the Metro Station northward along Swamp Fox 
Road and past the AMC theater complex, is the major retail entertainment center of Eisenhower 
East. Retail locations proposed in the Blocks 11 and 12 buildings have been planned in synergy 
with the Hoffman Town Center destination and Metro Station, with concentrated storefronts 
along Anchor Street, Dock Lane and Eisenhower Avenue. In a recent retail study of the 
Eisenhower East and Carlyle areas, the area near the existing Hoffman AMC Movie Theater was 
noted as a location where new retail uses should be clustered, so as to build on the existing 
successful retail and entertainment uses. 

Grocery Store on Block I I 

The applicant has a signed agreement with Harris Teeter to open a new 50,000 square foot 
grocery store on Block 11. The design of the current proposal has been focused to meet the 
needs of this desirable tenant, with approval of certain features - such as the surface parking lot - 
that are generally not recommended in very dense projects directly next to a Metro station. Staff 
has worked to ensure that the design elements are as compatible with the Metro location as 



possible, including additional landscaping for the parking area and a second pedestrian entrance 
to the grocery store facing the Metro station. Because the design of the current proposal has 
been so informed by the potential for a grocery store use on Block 11, staff is recommending a 
condition that states that, if a grocery store use is not located on Block 11, then the applicant 
must come back to the Planning Commission and City Council for a major amendment to the 
DSUP. 

Permitted retail uses 

Staff is recommending a definition of retail for this project that is substantially in conformance 
with the definition of retail in the Zoning Ordinance and believes that this will provide a rich and 
diverse collection of uses that are appropriate for this location. Ground floor uses on Blocks 11 
and 12 that are designated as retail are recommended to be limited to retail, personal service uses, 
day care uses, and restaurants. In addition, as in the Carlyle district, staff has included a 
condition that allows administrative approval of other similar pedestrian-oriented uses that meet 
the intent of providing active pedestrian-oriented neighborhood-serving retail uses. Staff is also 
recommending that full-service restaurants can be approved administratively, whereas quick- 
service restaurants would require a full special use permit. Finally, day care centers are also 
encouraged within this development and may be approved by staff administratively permitted 
that certain criteria are met. Staff believes that day care is a use that is particularly supportive of 
a residential development of this size. The City has not included day care as an administratively 
permitted use for required retail square footage in many other DSUPs in the past, but it is very 
appropriate in this location. 

"Pocket " retail uses 

The applicant has worked extensively with staff to address the building faqade treatment along 
Dock Lane, which will be an important pedestrian connection serving the site and connecting to 
the Metro Station. The presence of above-grade parking on Block 12 and curb cuts on both 
blocks are constraints that make it difficult to activate the pedestrian realm along the street. To 
address this concern, several "pocket" retail spaces, approximately 200 square feet each, line the 
parking garage along Dock Lane to help activate the street. Possible tenants of these spaces 
could include newsstands, flower shops, food vendors, and jewelry stores. 

The applicant's proposal includes on-site affordable sales units or apartments, and will allow this 
major new residential project to successfully include a mix of incomes. Specifically, as allowed 
under Sec. 7-700 of the Zoning Ordinance, the applicant requests that the maximum allowed 
floor area under CDD #2005-0002 (626,456 square feet for Block 1 l and 545,762 square feet for 
Block 12) be increased by a total of approximately 145,000 square feet (55,004 square feet on 
Block I1 and 90,082 square feet on Block 12) or approximately 11 percent., resulting in a total 
floor area cap of approximately 1.3 million square feet. 

The applicant proposes to set aside 33 percent of the bonus density, as affordable units. This 
floor area will be used to provide affordable set-aside rental units. At this time the exact size of 
the units are unknown so the final number of units provided will be to the satisfaction of the 
Director of Housing. The projected number of units is 50-55 depending on final unit 



configuration. These units will be rented to individuals making up to 60% of the area median 
income. 

The developer has also agreed to provide a voluntary cash contribution consistent with the 
conclusions of the Developer's Housing Contribution Policy Work Group (DHCPWG). The 
dollar amount for the voluntary contribution is $3,333,15 1 .2 If construction of Blocks 1 1 and 12 
is phased, the applicant will make payments and provide affordable units corresponding to each 
phase. 

The applicant's proposal constitutes an important public benefit, as there is a considerable lack 
of affordable housing in Alexandria. This project demonstrates how compliance by a developer 
with the bonus density and height provisions of the Zoning Ordinance and the conclusions of the 
DHCPWG can be an effective tool to provide a substantial number of affordable housing 
opportunities for low- and moderate-income households within a mixed-income model. In this 
instance, the developer is also able to make a meaningful contribution to the City's Housing 
Trust Fund. 

The applicant's Affordable Housing Plan was approved by the Affordable Housing Advisory 
Committee (AHAC) in January 2010. This approval took into account that one of the 
recommendations of the Affordable Housing Initiatives Work Group (AHIWG) Report of May 
2009 was "New affordable housing units should be significant in number or location, or should 
address another housing goal, such as replacement of other priority housing units, including 
public housing units." These affordable units are in line with this recommendation for both 
number and location. This project would be the largest developer contribution of affordable units 
in the City. The location within Eisenhower East Small Area Plan has a low concentration of 
affordable housing units compared to other Small Area Plans in the City. 

In the past, the Planning Commission has questioned whether the policy of setting aside only 33 
percent of the bonus density is significant enough to warrant the granting of density bonuses by 
the City. The Planning Commission has discussed this issue at length and expressed its view that 
developers should, in an appropriate case, be willing to set aside more of the bonus floor area for 
housing than 33 percent, recognizing the significant gain to the applicant from any additional 
floor area. In response to that concern, the Office of Housing wishes to note that any bonus 
density program must sufficiently incentivize developers to make their affordable housing 
contribution cost a known and acceptable consideration when they model projects, structure 
financing options and assess feasibility, as well as offer opportunities for increased economic 
benefit. Staff supports the bonus density proposal in this case for several reasons. 

First, the 33 percent allocation was a policy decision negotiated among developers, landowners, 
and City staff and accepted by City Council to guide cases like this one. In this development, the 
approval of bonus density will yield an additional 145,000 square feet of floor area beyond what 
is allowed under the current zoning ordinance. The developer has agreed to comply with the 
current policy by providing 33 percent of this additional density as affordable units onsite, which 
is estimated to be between 50 and 55 units. 

Second, the cash equivalent of the affordable units is significant. As calculated by the City in 

2 The DHCPWG contribution on permitted square footage of gross floor area is $1.50 for rental units and 
commercial space. The contribution for the additional square footage allowed with an SUP is $4.00 per square foot. 



other developments with set aside units, the subsidy value of the set aside units will be equal to 
the average discount price per unit (i.e., the difference between the anticipated market price per 
unit and the affordable sales price per unit) multiplied by the total number of set aside units. The 
difference between the anticipated gross proceeds and the value of the set aside units, represents 
additional developer cash flow realized as a result of bonus density. The additional project 
revenue does not represent the developer's profit since that would be calculated by subtracting 
total development cost first, but by spreading land and infrastructure and other development 
costs over so many more units, these added revenues contribute to the economic feasibility of the 
proposed project, bounding developer risk while accomplishing public benefit. 

Third, the site's proximity to the Eisenhower Metro Station is a desirable feature, and a concept 
the City has continually supported. The provision of affordable housing in this location is 
consistent with the transit-oriented goals of the. Eisenhower East Small Area Plan. 

Finally, because so many locations in the City are problematic for density increases, even for 
vital affordable housing, the City should maximize potential opportunities for new affordable 
housing achieved through this mechanism. In this case, in the center of an urban neighborhood 
of large buildings, additional density near the Metro demonstrates smart growth. The scale of 
buildings in Eisenhower East is appropriate for bonus density where sufficient public benefit is 
gained from the' developer. For all of these reasons, staff supports granting the bonus density. 

With regard to any affordable units provided, staff has included extensive conditions governing 
the affordable housing; that rents may not exceed the Federal requirements for the low-income 
housing tax credit program for Washington, D.C. and must be maintained for 30 years with 
annual reporting; provisions to address the circumstance when a formerly income-eligible 
household changes to one that exceeds income eligibility; that set aside units must be of the same 
size, floor plan and provide the same amenities as other similar units in the complex and that 
concentrations of affordable units must be avoided. 

Because this is a 100% rental project, with affordable units scattered throughout, this project is 
not optimal for consideration as part of the goal of finding 16 replacement units for purchase for 
ARHA. However, there is a recommended condition which states that the developer will work 
with the City and ARHA to consider the possibility of providing 16 public housing replacement 
units to ARHA as an alternative to some or all of the aforementioned units. 

E. New Streets and Street Names 

Four new public streets (Anchor Street, Port Street, Swamp Fox Road, and Southern Street) and 
one new private street (Dock Lane) will serve Blocks 11 and 12 and the Eisenhower Avenue 
Metro Station, as called for by the EESAP. The applicant will construct Dock Lane between 
Blocks 11 and 12 and the segment of Southern Street between Port Street and Swamp Fox Road. 
If construction of the development on Blocks 11 and 12 precedes construction of Blocks 19 and 
20, the applicant will also be responsible for constructing Port Street. These five new streets will 
contribute to the urban grid and block system identified by the EESAP. The creation of the grid 
network will help to disperse traffic along several streets and relieve pressure at both Eisenhower 
Avenue/ Mill Road and Eisenhower Avenue/Stovall Street intersections. 

As part of the request for this project, the applicant is also requesting approval of the street 
names Anchor Street and Swamp Fox Road. Port and Southern Streets were approved in 



conjunction with the proposal for the adjacent Blocks 19 and 20. Dock Lane, which is a private 
street, does not require Planning Commission or City Council approval for its naming. A 
description of all five streets is included here for informational purposes. 

Street Name Requests 

Anchor Street 
Anchor Street is the proposed name for the 66-foot wide public street located on the western side 
of Blocks 11 and 12, to the east of the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station. This street will 
consist of 40 feet of land dedicated by the applicant and 26 feet acquired by the City from 
WMATA. Staff has recommended that this street be constructed prior to the issuance of the first 
certificate of occupancy for Block 11 or Block 12. The name Anchor Street was chosen in line 
with the area's maritime history, similar to the previously approved Port Street discussed below. 

Swamp Fox Road 
Swamp Fox Road is the proposed name for a new two-lane, 66-foot-wide public street located to 
the west of the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station, bisecting Eisenhower Station Square. This 
road segment is an extension of the existing Swamp Fox Road, a private street, located north of 
Eisenhower Avenue and connecting to Mandeville Lane. The CDD plan envisions Swamp Fox 
Road eventually extending north to Mill Road as part of the development of Blocks 4 and 5. 

The Eisenhower East Small Area Plan did not envision the north-south segment of Swamp Fox 
Road adjacent to the Eisenhower Metro Station. However, subsequent to the approval of the 
small area plan, this portion of roadway was planned to accommodate bus loop operations. This 
new road will provide another connection to the southwest quadrant of Eisenhower East and 
access to and from Block 9. 

Previouslv Approved Street Names 

Port Street 
Port Street is the proposed name for the two-lane, 66-foot-wide public street located on the 
eastern side of Blocks 11 and 12. This street will be created from land dedicated by the applicant 
and by Lane Development, owner of Blocks 19 and 20. Staff has recommended that the street be 
constructed prior to issuance of the first certificate of occupancy for Block 11 or Block 12. The 
name Port Street was chosen since this area was once the site of a dock functioning as an export 
point for Cameron Mill. 

Southern Street 
Southern Street is the proposed name for the two-lane, 66-foot-wide public street located south 
of Block 11 eventually extending west to the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station. The name 
Southern Street was chosen because the roadway is the southern most street in Alexandria. 

Private Street 

Dock Lane 
Dock Lane is the proposed name for the two-lane, 66-foot-wide private street located between 
Blocks 11 and 12. Although the applicant will retain ownership of this portion of property due to 
the presence of underground parking under the street, staff is recommending a public access 



easement for Dock Lane so that it can function as a public street. Similar to the naming of Port 
Street, the name Dock Lane was chosen based on the area's maritime history. 

These five new roads are significant public improvements for Eisenhower East, providing 
pedestrian circulation with sidewalks, street trees, and other amenities. 

F. Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station Improvements 

The City's vision for the Eisenhower East neighborhood is a "dynamic urban mixed-use 
community that encourages the use of transit." With this goal in mind, WMATA, Hoffman and 
the City collaborated to develop a plan to improve the Eisenhower Avenue Metro Station area, 
and in September 2008, WMATA issued a Final Report of its "Eisenhower Avenue Station 
Access Improvement Study." 

The Hoffman Company, WMATA, and the City are working jointly on a draft Memorandum of 
Understanding related to the parties' respective responsibilities for implementing the 
improvements outlined in the WMATA Final Report. This MOU contains detailed information 
about the scope of work for three project areas: 1.) Bus Loop Improvement; 2.) Expanded 
Eisenhower Station Square; and 3.) Station Improvements. The City Manager's Office will 
finalize the negotiations and execution of the MOU. 

Bus Loop Im-provements 

As envisioned by the EESAP, one component that the 2008 WMATA study addresses is 
improvements to the bus and Kiss and Ride facilities at the existing station. As part of the first 
Stage 2 DSUP for Blocks 9A, 9B, 11, or 12, whichever occurs first, the applicant is required to 
prepare a plan for the construction of the bus loop improvements and explore the possibility of 
eliminating or relocating the existing Kiss and Ride facilities. These improvements are 
hereinafter referred to as the "Bus Loop Improvements." 

The Bus Loop Improvements include relocation of three bus bays on the west side of the Metro 
Station to the east side of the Station, beside the three existing bus bays. This consolidation of 
the six bus bays will improve transit operations and pedestrian flow. In addition, the Kiss and 
Ride functions currently located beneath the aerial platform will be accommodated along Swamp 
Fox Road as on-street spaces. Car-share reserved parking spaces, taxicab spaces, and shuttle 
spaces will also be located along Swamp Fox Road. 

For purposes of this application, the Bus Loop Improvements also include construction of certain 
new public streets, including Swamp Fox Road, Southern Street, and Anchor Street, adjacent to 
the Station. These streets will be constructed by the applicant on land to be contributed by 
WMATA and Hoffman. 

Expanded Eisenhower Station Square 

A key focal point of the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan, the Expanded Eisenhower Station 
Square will be a transit plaza located at the metro station. This station plaza will be a central 
gathering space along Eisenhower Avenue within the Hoffman Town Center, which is 
immediately northwest of Blocks 1 1 and 12. 



The 2006 CDD Amendment for the Hoffman properties also requires the applicant to dedicate 
land towards creation of Eisenhower Station Square, a new urban plaza that is bisected by 
realigned Swamp Fox Road, and to design and construct the eastern portion of Eisenhower 
Station Square part of the Stage 2 DSUP application for Blocks 11 and 12. The western portion 
of Eisenhower Station Square will be completed with the development of Block 9B. 

Not included in these two areas is the space beneath the WMATA aerial platform. However, 
WMATA has expressed willingness to transfer the land under the platform to the City so that it 
can be seamlessly integrated into the Eisenhower Station Square open space - thereby expanding 
it significantly. Collectively, this area plus the east and west portions of Eisenhower Station 
Square, are hereinafter referred to as the "Expanded Eisenhower Station Square," which is 
approximately 30,000 square feet in size. 

The Expanded Eisenhower Station Square will include informal seating areas, public art, 
plantings, a fountain, LID technology, and decorative paving. In addition, the statue of President 
Eisenhower currently located in the Holland Lane rotary will be relocated to this urban plaza. 
Funding for this portion of the project will be shared by the applicant - who is responsible under 
the terms of the CDD for design and construction of approximately 113 of the full Expanded 
Eisenhower Station Square - and the City. The City will use existing grant h d s  to pay for this 
portion of the project. 

Station Improvements 

The final collection of improvements to the Eisenhower Metro Station area is referred to as the 
"Station Improvements," located entirely on WMATA property. These improvements will be 
the responsibility of the City, as part of the transfer of approximately 1.4 acres of land from 
WMATA for the Bus Loop Improvements and Expanded Eisenhower Station Square noted 
above. Funding for these improvements will come from existing Federal Transit Administration 
grant funds and funds contributed by the applicant in lieu of making road improvements to 
Eisenhower Avenue along Block 12 (this project is now funded by VDOT.) The Station 
Improvements project will consist of new sidewalk paving, new waiting shelters and canopies for 
the bus platform and taxi waiting area, and other amenities such as bike racks. 

G. Open Space 

Block 19 Open Space 

A small portion of the site, less than ?4 acre, is located on the northern side of Block 19 (see 
Attachment F) .  This area will be severed from the site when Port Street is constructed and will be 
further reduced in size when Eisenhower Avenue is widened. The area contains a stream (the Old 
Cameron Run channel) and wooded buffer, which is considered a resource protection area (RPA) 
and is protected from encroachment by development or impervious surfaces in order to maintain 
water quality. The stream in this RPA daylights on the Hoffman property and flows east 
eventually to Hoops Run. The area of the RPA is the most western portion of the future 
Eisenhower Park. Future dedication of open space on other properties to the east will ultimately 
link the park to the African American Heritage Park on the east side of Holland Lane. 

The Eisenhower East Small Area Plan (EESAP) and the Eisenhower East Plan Implementation 
anticipates that approximately 55,000 square feet of open space area within Block 19 will be 
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dedicated to the City as part of the future Eisenhower Park. With the ATAILane development 
plan, approved in June 2009, the developer was required to dedicate approximately 40,000 
square feet of land, all within the RPA, to the City. It was also anticipated at the time of that 
approval that the balance (approximately 15,000 sq. ft.) of the 55,000 square feet would be 
provided with the Hoffman application for Block 12. 

Staff strongly suggested that the applicant dedicate this portion of the site to the City for 
inclusion into the future Eisenhower Park. Since the site is entirely within an RPA, there is no 
future development potential for this land. However, the applicant has been adamant that they are 
not required to dedicate any additional land in their ownership because the requirement to 
construct Eisenhower Station Square fulfills their open space obligation for Blocks 11 and 12. 

As an alternative to dedication of this RPA open space area, staff is recommending certain 
requirements to preserve and enhance the potential use of this open space; including the 
provision of a connection to the 6 ft. pervious stone dust trail within the RPA buffer area on the 
Lane property as well as enhancements within the RPA such as a continuation of the wildflower 
meadow on the adjacent Lane site, additional trees and retention of this area in its natural state, 
all of which will improve the environmental and visual quality of the area. In addition, staff is 
recommending that a tree conservation and protection plan be provided for the wooded portions 
of the tract and that a perpetual public access easement be provided over the privately owned 
open space so that neighbors and local pedestrians will have an opportunity to experience the 
natural environment and stream. 

Roof Top Decks and Amenities 

The applicant is proposing two large private amenity decks, each approximately '/z acre in size, 
on Blocks 11 and 12. Additionally, roof top open space areas with additional amenities will be 
provided for each of the residential towers. The two amenity decks will be connected by a 
pedestrian bridge that will span Dock Lane. This bridge will be open and designed to fit in with 
and enhance the architecture of the buildings. 

The applicant has indicated that the amenities for the apartment towers are not fully programmed 
yet, but are anticipated to include a club room, gym, business center, libraryle-lounge, movie 
room, outdoor recreational areas (pool, putting green, grilling areas, hot tubs, rock climbing wall, 
and roof-top observation deckllounge on 11 W and 12. Block 11E will share a club room with 11 
W. 

The Block 11 amenity deck, directly above the grocery store, is the slightly larger of the two 
main amenity decks and will include a pool and hot tubs with a large sun deck area and a shade 
trellis with landscape planters and sitting areas. 

Eisenhower Station Square 

The Eisenhower East Small Area Plan (EESAP) and the Eisenhower East Plan Implementation 
provides for a system of open space areas in the form of urban plazas, parks and conservation 
areas. Developers are required to either contribute to or design and construct these open space 
areas as part of their respective development projects. In this case, the developer is required to 
design and construct an urban plaza at the Eisenhower Metro Station (Eisenhower Station Square) 
in conjunction with the development of Blocks 11 and 12. No other ground level open space 



areas are required for either Blocks 11 or 12; however, a smaller ground level plaza is provided 
at the intersection of Port Street and Eisenhower Avenue and large private above-grade plazas 
are proposed for each block. 

The EESAP originally envisioned a 28,000 square-foot urban square (Eisenhower Station Square) 
on the south side of Eisenhower Avenue and the west side of the metro station. The plan 
describes this plaza as "a major gathering and social space along Eisenhower" that will "anchor 
the southern end of Swamp Fox Road, the major north south shopping street and the route to the 
entertainment complex." 

With the approval of the Stage I DSUP, the plaza was revised as a result of a new north-south 
extension of Swamp Fox Road to allow better traffic circulation and access to Blocks 9A and 9B. 
The plaza was divided into two plazas; a 9,200 square-foot plaza adjacent to the metro station to 
be designed and constructed by the applicant with the subject application and an approximately 
1 1,000 square-foot future plaza adjacent to Block 9B. 

Additionally, WMATA has offered to the City the portion of the plaza that is under the above- 
grade platform, extending the size of the plaza east of Swamp Fox Road to approximately 20,000 
square feet. WMATA would retain the area as a permanent surface easement for maintenance 
purposes. By having the property in City ownership, the City would be able to use the property 
for special events without obtaining permits from WMATA. 

H. Pedestrian and Streetscape Improvements 

The development of Blocks 11 and 12 will provide pedestrian and streetscape improvements that 
will enhance the area in accordance with the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan and associated 
design guidelines. In general, the streetscape for Blocks 11 and 12 will consist of minimum 14- 
foot-wide brick sidewalks with street trees, pedestrian scale lighting, and continuous sidewalks at 
all drive aisles serving the site. 

Additionally, the Eisenhower East Plan identifies a hierarchy of street frontages with "A," "B," 
and "C" designations. On Block 11, the Anchor Street side is classified as an "A" frontage, the 
most restrictive guidelines to ensure the highest quality character and appearance. Block 12 has 
a more prominent location, with two "A" frontages - Anchor Street and Eisenhower Avenue. 
"B" frontages, or secondary street designations, are located along the Block 12 Port Street faqade. 
Finally, Dock Lane, Southern Street, and the portion of Port Street serving Block 11 are 
classified as "C" frontages, which are considered the least public in nature and therefore, the 
least restrictive in design. Specific streetscape guidelines are associated with each type of 
frontage. 

Dock Lane is required by the Stage 1 DSUP to be a 66-foot-wide street with a public access 
easement and is an important street within the overall grid street pattern in the Eisenhower East 
Plan area given that it provides a direct link to the Eisenhower Metro Station for this 
development as well as for other development to the east of the project. The street has recently 
taken on a more significant role as a major pedestrian route than was originally anticipated in the 
Eisenhower East Small Area Plan. 

As discussed above, the EESAP classifies Dock Lane as a "C" street, which is "the least public 
in nature and the least restrictive in design intent." With the recently approved development for 



Blocks 19 and 20 (ATA site), a new "A" street envisioned by the Plan on the north side of the 
residential buildings on Block 19 was not required, placing more emphasis on Dock Lane as a 
major pedestrian street with direct access to the Metro station. With over one million square feet 
of mixed residential and commercial development on Blocks 19 and 20 and an equal or greater 
amount of development on Block 11 and 12, it is anticipated that Dock Lane will be a heavily 
used pedestrian street. 

In order to ensure that Dock Lane is a quality pedestrian oriented street, staff has worked with 
the applicant to do several things; reduce the number of garage access points from 4 to 3; 
integrate more retail on the street, some in the form of "pocket retail" as discussed above; 
provide opportunities for outdoor seating between pockets of retail; maintain ample sidewalk 
width between the retail and the curb with street trees in tree grates; provide continuous level 
sidewalks over all driveways; and provide parallel parking on the street with special concrete 
pavers that mimic the treatment of the parking spaces in the surface parking lot for Harris Teeter. 

Harris Teeter Parking Lot 

The CDD allows for a maximum 160 space surface parking lot on Block 11, solely in 
conjunction with a grocery store tenant on that block. Additionally, conditions of the CDD 
require that the parking lot be in compliance with the landscape requirements of Section 11- 
410(cc)(6) of the Zoning Ordinance and the City of Alexandria Landscape Guidelines. 

The current parking lot layout provides for approximately 150 parking spaces. The applicant has 
indicated that Harris Teeter is satisfied with that amount of surface parking. The reduction in ten 
spaces from that specified in the CDD is necessary to provide certain landscape features in order 
to find conformance with the Zoning Ordinance and landscape guidelines. Even with the 
reduction of the ten spaces, the applicant needs some modifications to minimum requirements for 
landscape islands provided and the width of required landscape strips. Staff has worked closely 
with the applicant in the design of parking lot and landscape features and supports the requested 
modifications. 

In order to accommodate landscaping within the parking lot, Southern Street had to be shifted to 
the south into a VDOT easement for a stormwater pond on the southern end of the property. Staff 
and the applicant worked on numerous alternatives for the alignment of Southern Street and 
believe the current alignment works, pending VDOT approval. This alignment allows a 
landscaped island in the middle of the parking lot to function as a stormwaterlbio-swale feature, 
as well as supporting vegetation for shading of parked cars. Periodic breaks in the landscaped 
islands are provided for shoppers and their carts. In addition, the applicant has agreed to provide 
pervious pavers in the parking spaces to further enhance natural drainage within the parking lot. 

I. Traffic and Transportation 

Area Traffic Impacts 

Trip Generation 

The proposed development on Blocks 11 & 12 is generally consistent with the East Eisenhower 
Small Area Plan (EESAP). A traffic impact study for Blocks 11 and 12 was submitted for this 
project, which updated the Hoffman Master Plan Traffic Impact Analysis dated October 2005. 



Based on the applicant's traffic study, the development will generate 407 AM peak hour trips 
and 727 PM peak hour trips. These numbers include a 24% vehicle reduction during the AM 
peak hour and a 28% vehicle reduction during the PM peak hour based on the proposed 
transportation demand management (TDM) strategy. 

Comparison of Peak Hour Traffic Conditions 

The applicant analyzed peak hour intersection volumes using appropriate procedures, as detailed 
in the 2000 Edition of the Highway Capacity Manual. Traffic analysis results are summarized in 
Table 2 below for key area intersections. 

Table 2. Peak Hour Level of Service and Delay for Key Area Intersections 

*2020 Scenario assumes improvements to Eisenhower Avenue consistent with the EESAP and 
the Hoffman Master Plan Traffic Impact Analysis (Eisenhower Avenue is assumed to be a six- 
lane divided roadway and additional side street approach lanes are added at the following 
intersections: 1. Eisenhower Avenue & Mill Race LaneIPort Street, 2. Eisenhower Avenue & 
Mill Road, and 3. Eisenhower Avenue and Swamp Fox Road) 

Eisenhower Avenue and Mill 
Race LaneIPort Street 
Eisenhower Avenue and Mill 
Road 
Eisenhower Avenue and 
Swamp Fox Road 

Pedestrian, Bicyclist, and Transit Improvements 

2020 with 
Study Intersection 

In Blocks 11 & 12, Dock Lane will serve as an important pedestrian link, providing pedestrians 
in Blocks 19 & 20 and Blocks 1 1 & 12 convenient access to the Eisenhower Avenue Metro. In 
conjunction with the Eisenhower Avenue widening project, a shared use path will be created 
along the south side of Eisenhower Avenue to support both pedestrians and bicyclists. Finally, 
in partnership with the city and WMATA, a continuous bus canopy will be provided along the 
east side of the Metro station to shelter bus riders from inclement weather. 

Existing Conditions 

Note: Intersection delay is measured in seconds/vehicle 

Amendment to the Transportation Management Plan 

AM 
A 

2.6 
A 
8.8 
C 

21.5 

In accordance with Condition 7 of CDD#2005-0002, which accompanied the Stage 1 DSUP 
approvals, the applicant was required to submit an amendment to the Transportation 
Management Plan since the adjusted gross floor area will increase due to affordable housing 
bonus density. In October 2009, VHB, Inc. submitted a revised traffic impact study. The traffic 
study determined the changes to the traffic volumes as a result of the bonus density will not 
significantly impact surrounding intersection operations. Therefore the existing TMP measures 
(Condition #33 of the TMP-SUP#2005-0115) are adequate, and all units, including those added 
with the bonus density, will be subject to the previously approved TMP with associated fees. 

Development* 
AM 

C 
26.9 

E 
57.9 

C 
30.7 

PM 
A 
3.4 
B 

10.9 
B 

12.0 

PM 
C 

30.7 
E 

63 .O 
D 

45.3 



J.  Parking 

The Eisenhower East Small Area Plan promotes limited parking throughout the district to reduce 
the number of single occupancy vehicles and encourage transit use. Calculated under the 
EESAP parking ratios, the maximum number of parking spaces permissible for the Hoffman 
properties is 12,316. A maximum of 12,060 parking spaces were approved as part of the 2006 
CDD amendment. The CDD conditions also compel the preparation and enforcement of a 
Parking Management Plan with each Stage 2 DSUP application, requiring fair market rates for 
single occupancy vehicle (SOV) parking, except that free parking is required for vanpool 
vehicles and for retail customers. 

As part of the Stage 1 DSUP approvals for each block, the permissible maximum number of 
parking spaces was determined on a block-by-block basis. The number of underground parking 
levels was also approved in the Stage 1 DSUPs. In conjunction with the proposed density bonus 
request associated with the provision of affordable housing, the applicant is requesting additional 
parking spaces over and above the total Stage 1 DSUP approval. For Block 11, 924 garage 
spaces and 160 surface spaces were approved, and for Block 12, 238 garage spaces were 
approved, for a total of 1 162 structured and 160 surface lot spaces (See Table 1). In the current 
proposal, a total of 1505 garage spaces and 150 surface spaces are requested. As per the analysis 
in the original CDD approval, the current proposal is within the intent of the previous CDD 
approval and EESAP provisions. Specifically, the residential parking ratio is approximately 1.2 
per unit (including visitor parking) or 1.09 per unit (excluding visitor parking) and the retail 
parking ratio for both the grocery store and the retail on Block 12 is approximately 3 per 
thousand. These parking ratios are also generally consistent with the ratios in the recently 
approved development on Blocks 19 and 20. Parking garage entrances and exits for this project 
are located along Dock Lane. 

Although the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan does not have specific requirements for visitor 
parking, staff has added conditions recommending that 9 percent of the total provided residential 
parking spaces in the parking garage be reserved for visitors to the residential units - this would 
equate to 130 spaces. The general City policy for visitor parking, which is not a technical 
requirement in the EESAP neighborhood, requires that a minimum of 15 percent of provided 
parking be allocated as visitor parking. Given the proximity of the Eisenhower Metro Station 
and the goal of encouraging transit use, staff recommends a reduced amount of visitor parking. 
In addition, if the utilization rates of the visitor parking spaces in the Blocks 11 and 12 garages 
are low, staff is recommending that the applicant submit a study for staff review to reconsider the 
visitor parking ratio and to possibly adjust to allow more residential parking if necessary. 

Modification to increase compact parking space ratio 

Section 8-200(E) of the Zoning Ordinance requires that no more than 30 percent of the total 
required retail parking for this project be compact-size spaces. Of the 150 proposed surface 
parking spaces for the grocery store use, 49 (33 percent) are compact. This surface parking lot 
has several site constraints that have challenged the design of this space. First, the existing 
above-grade high-tension power lines and poles restrict the configuration of the parking lot 
layout and the location of landscape islands and parking spaces. Second, the requirements of the 
Stage I DSUP to comply with City Landscape Guidelines and to screen the parking lot further 
limit the size of the parking lot. Finally, in working with staff, the applicant has reduced the 



number of proposed parking spaces from 160 in the Stage 1 DSUP approval to 150 in the current 
application. Given these constraints and revisions, staff supports a modification to allow 3 
percent more compact parking spaces in this parking lot. 

On-street parking 

In addition to the off-street parking spaces, approximately 15 new on-street spaces will be 
created with the construction of the new streets surrounding Blocks 11 and 12: Anchor Street, 
Port Street, Dock Lane, and Southern Street. Staff has added conditions requiring that the 
applicant install City parking meters on each of these streets, including the private street. These 
new on-street spaces will provide additional short-term parking for visitors. 

K. Building Design 

Background: 

This project was previously approved by Planning Commission and City Council under a Stage 1 
DSUP in February 2006. The Stage 1 DSUP included approvals for use, adjusted gross floor area 
(AGFA), number of parking spaces, levels of underground parking, preliminary building 
massing, and height. The massing that was proposed by the applicant, as shown below, included 
strongly articulated and stepped building forms. (Illustrative B - below:) 

Illustrative B: Approved Stage 1 DSUP Massing 

The applicant later returned with a fundamentally different proposal in March of 2009, consisting 
of three equal-height towers, two on Block 1 1 on top of the proposed grocery store and two 
levels of podium parking, and a third tower on Block 12 over one level of retail and five levels of 
podium parking ( I U ~ l ~ t r ~ v e  C - below:) 
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Illustrative C: Applicant's Initial stage 2 Design 

In this design, there were two levels of underground garage proposed over the entire site (with 
the exception of the surface parking lot, which is encumbered with a DVP underground easement 
that precludes below-grade construction.) Staff expressed concerns with several aspects of this 
design: the lack of three-dimensional articulation and building top expression; the repetitive 
quality of three same-height towers with the identical skin treatment, regardless of site context; 
the dated appearance of towers sitting on a podium; the treatment of Dock Lane, with blank 
parking garage walls and speed ramps running cantinuously along both sides; and a lack of 
ground-level public open space. Although Dock Lane was designated in the EESAP as a "C" 
street, design evolution that occurred during the approval of the neighboring Lane project to the 
east has effectively changed the character of this street into a more important pedestrian 
thoroughfare, connecting the Lane project and existing residential to the east with the 
Eisenhower Metro station, through the subject property. In keeping with this, staff has 
encouraged the applicant to make Dock Lane a more pedestrian-friendly street. This included 
suggestions to move or reduce the number of garage ramps, lower podium heights to increase 
solar access to the street, and above all create more active uses on Dock Lane. Staff repeatedly 
asked to add a second entrance to the proposed Harris Teeter on Dock Lane, which the tenant 
opposed. Staff felt strongly that the primary retail tenant in this development should not "turn its 
back" to Dock Lane and Eisenhower Avenue. Subsequent revision of garage ramps to their 
current configuration would dlow such a connection, but the space opened up is currently shown 
as a secondary retail space on Block 11 with the seeon* entrance to the grocery store located 
on the faqade facing the Metro station. To further activate Dock Lane, the applicant has 
proposed a series of small "pocket retail" spaces - basically micro shops - that would support 
small retail uses, and add life and activity to the street frontage. For further discussion of the 
Dock Lane issues, see also the Block 12 Parking discussion (below.) 

Schematic Design Evolution: 

Subsequently, staff met with the applicant on an ongoing basis to work through these concerns. 
Applicant stated that the project's economics made strong three-dimensional stepping or plan 
setbacks problematic, and proposed achieving height variation by seeking additional height 



through the provisions of the affordable housing density bonus. Staff was generally supportive 
of seeking additional height for this site, in view of its prominent position on Eisenhower 
Avenue, potential enhancement of the City skyline, and its location immediately adjacent to a 
Metro station. Staff worked with applicant to develop several alternate massing and architectural 
expression strategies in diagram form, which stressed a variety of building heights and 
expression (Illustrative D - below:) 

Illustrative D: Staff Massing Studies 

The revised project, now containing five levels of underground garage, was taken to the 
Carlyle/Eisenhower East Design Review Board (which is advisory for this project) for several 
hearings and work sessions, and the design has made significant progress (Illustrative E below) 
although the Board has asked the applicant to continue to refine the design in a number of areas, 
including final faqade expression, color and materials. 

Current Design: 

Staff analysis of the current design, based on submissions dated February 16" and March 1 6" 
and March 23rd, 2010, recognizes that Applicant has made substantial progress with the building 
design, but notes a few remaining areas of concern, which staff believes could be resolved at 
Final Site Plan with the applicant and their design team. Staff therefore recommends approval of 
this Stage 2 DSUP application, with the conditions listed in the Building Section of the 
Recommendations. 



The current design is an evolution of the schemes discussed above: it retains the idea of three 
towers above a retail and parking base, but with a lower, and in staff's opinion, more successful 
base treatment. The variety in height is achieved through the fundamental massing of the towers, 
which step up in height counterclockwise fiom the southeast corner, across from the Lane project, 
to Eisenhower Avenue, to the tallest building at the southwest corner of the site, facing the 
Beltway and the Metro station. To achieve a stronger skyline, applicant has also proposed the 
creation of two-story penthouse units at key locations, which help to break the horizontal plane 
of the building top, and create the sense of vertical "tower" elements embedded in the larger 
building slab. Additional three-dimensional sculpting of the building forms is located on key 
areas of the fqade with a series of projecting and receding planes (achieving a five foot depth in 
certain locations) to modulate the faqade. There is additional variation created through color and 
fenestration changes. While early attempts using the color method seemed flat and unsuccessfbl, 
the applicant's team has continued to work on ways to make these plane changes read more 
strongly, and staff now feels that they can achieve an appropriate level of expression of base- 
middle-top and articulation. Staff also notes that the design has made a stronger visual 
connection between the building tower and base at key. locations, by carrying the tower 
expression (whether solid or glass) all the way down to the base, or even to the ground. 

An additional area of concern has been color. Both staff and applicant have agreed that the three 
buildings need to read as parts of a whole, but staff continues to feel that there should be subtle, 
but distinct, variations between the color and material treatment of the individual buildings - first, 
to respond to the highly varied conditions that surround the site, and second, to emphasize the 
most important focal points of the project - such as the comer that overlooks the RPA and 
Eisenhower Avenue, the tallest building fronting the Metro, or the view from the Capital 
Beltway. It is important for this project to be distinguished fiom the color schemes of the 
existing Paradigm/Mill Race residential project across Eisenhower Avenue, and the approved 
Lane project to the east. The applicant had a productive meeting with the DRB on this issue on 
March 18' and the color scheme for this project is on the right track. The applicant will continue 



to work through the final site process with Planning & Zoning and the DRB to refine the color 
and materials solutions for this important project. 

The building tops are another area where the building design is very strong, although additional 
refinement will be needed during the final site plan process. The applicant has proposed a series 
of highly articulated "lantern" elements to cap the key building corners. These lantern elements 
will be lit at night and act to give the building tops varietyand interest. The issue of distinctive 
building tops has been a major concern for the City and this project has effectively addressed this 
by creating building tops of differing heights and utilizing specially lit design features. The 
detailed design of the lantern elements and how these elements tie into the rest of the tower 
design needs to be further refined during the final site plan process. 

The building base is a final area that has simply not received a great deal of attention, due to the 
complex problems of massing and elevation that have been addressed above. It is currently 
shown as being constructed primarily of an architectural concrete masonry material (Arriscraft - 
the same material used for the base of the Potomac Yard Fire Station) which may not be 
appropriate for all areas of such a prominent project. In this regard, staff needs more information 
and will continue to work with applicant to refine this part of the building. 

In view of the above, staff is recommending approval of the design of this major project, as 
reflected by the drawings dated February 16', 2010, as amended by design sketches dated March 
1 6 ' ~  and 23rd, 2010, and with the condition that the applicant will continue to work with staff and 
the DRB to resolve the final colors and materials, building top expression, and base elements. 

Parkinglopen Space Issue on Block 12: 

Since the applicant's decision to depart substantially from the approved Stage 1 DSUP, staff has 
consistently remarked on the lack of public open space on this project, and the closed character 
of Dock Lane, both of which became even bigger issues at the point when applicant chose to 
request greater height. Even though staff supports this request for additional height in terms of 
the opportunity to create a stronger skyline and greater variety of building heights, they feel that 
the addition of a significant amount of GFA should be offset by a comparable public benefit, and 
that there is an opportunity on Block 12 for such a contribution. 

Staff has also consistently noted great inefficiency in the one on-grade and two above-grade 
sections of garage that have been shown for combined retail and residential parking on Block 12. 
Using the applicant's own area calculations, these three, very small and irregularly shaped 
garage plates park a total of only 96 cars in 68,000 SF. This means that each parking space in 
this garage takes up more than 700 square feet, compared to an industry standard of around 350 
SFIcar. Staff has studied an alternate design (see illustrations, below), which considers the 
redesign of entry, aisle and circulation geometry in the five levels of garage below Block 12 only. 
Staff studies showed that the increased.efficiency could accommodate all of the cars currently 
shown parked above-grade on Block 12 and allow removal of all 68,000 SF of above-grade 
garage (a building area comparable to two Charles Houston Recreation Centers.) This design 
change would also consolidate all of the retail parking for Block 12 on a single level, with a 
simple one story elevator connection to grade and the retail space along Eisenhower Avenue. It 
permits the creation of more than a third of an acre of high-quality, south-facing public open 
space on Dock Lane, (comparable in size to Hunter-Miller Park,) while still saving the applicant 
a substantial amount of construction cost. This park could include high-quality outdoor dining 



opportunities for future restaurants in Block 12, and is also large enough to accommodate retail 
kiosks, such as the ones found in Bryant Park and elsewhere in Manhattan. The plan changes 
also allow for greater retail depth (an industry-standard 70-80 feet, versus the 50 feet shown in 
the current proposal,) and the elevator location - close to Eisenhower Avenue - allows for 
complete flexibility in retail tenant sizes (versus the current proposal, which requires a 
passageway at some point, cutting the retail space in half.) This consolidated retail space gains 
substantial exposure as well, since it would also be visible and accessible from the newly-created 
open space, and its single parking entrance on Port Street is immediately visible to anyone 
coming to the retail, whether from Southern Street, Dock Lane or Eisenhower Avenue eastbound 
or westbound. Replacing the two ramps on Dock Lane with a single entry on Port Street also 
adds a significant number of on-street parallel parking spaces on Dock Lane (from 1 1 to 17.) 
Elimination of the above-grade parking structure also allows increased efficiency by relocating 
tenant and leasing office spaces currently shown on a single-loaded corridor on the second floor 
facing Port Street to the main building corridor, along with a net gain of 3 - 4 additional 
dwelling units, and elimination of an exit stair necessitated by the long dead-end corridor in the 
current proposal. Finally, removal of three levels of mechanically-ventilated garage would save 
total construction costs in the neighborhood of $4 million. While these changes would involve 
some minor adjustments to column and core locations in Block 12, it should be noted that this 
piece of the project has been identified by the Applicant as Phase 11, and there is therefore ample 
time to make these design changes without impacting the construction schedule for the overall 
project. 

Note that retail clen&.o~ location gives direct scoese to ~ i d w e r  ~venuc-and 1- space. 
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A Bryant Park Kiosk (about 20' square) 
Could supplement retail activity in open space. . 

Illustrative G: Staff Alternate First Garage Plan (P-1 Level) - Retail Parking is 
shown in blue, and could easily be expanded by moving the division between retail 
residential garage sections. 

and 



Illustrative H: Staff Alternate Garage Plan Levels P2-P5 - More Efficient Parking Layout 

A study of the proposed garage for Block 12 (designated by the Applicant as Phase 11) shows 
that reconfiguration of the garage could yield much greater efficiency, higher parking yield, 
ground level open space, and a more efficient floor plan with additional residential units on level 
2, with a total net gain (on Block 12 only) of 19 parking spaces: 

*) Applicant proposes a total of 95 cars on three above-grade levels - totaling 
approximately 65,000 square feet, which translates into $3.5 to 5 million of constsuction. In 
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addition, this parking is very inefficient (over 750 square feet per car, versus a standard of 
around 350 square feet each.) The area freed up by elimination of the above-grade parking can 
provide over one-third of an acre of ground-level open space. The area on the 2nd floor formerly 
occupied by garage can then be used for additional residential units (yielding several additional 
units, and eliminating a redundant exit stair and long single-loaded corridor.) 

**) Applicant proposes 53 retail spaces on two separate, small levels, which makes searching 
for a parking space difficult; staff proposal provides 54 retail spaces on a single level, with one- 
stop elevator connection to retail shops and Eisenhower Avenue. 

A final note: the bridge that is shown connecting Blocks 11 and 12 can still be accommodated if 
these changes are carried out. There is also absolutely no change suggested for Block 1 1, which 
has been designated as Phase I. 

The applicant is completely unwilling to consider this change as they believe that some limited 
above-grade parking is essential to the success of their retail uses on Block 12. Staff is not 
making the provision of open space on Block 12 a condition of approval; however, believes that 
this is an issue that the Planning Commission and City Council should discuss with the applicant. 



Comdiance with Desim Guidelines: 

The massing and orientation of the three proposed buildings are consistent with the intent of the 
EESAP and the Eisenhower East Design Guidelines. Staff and the Eisenhower East Design 
Review Board have worked with the applicant to refine the massing and building design for this 
project. Like the recently approved Blocks 19 and 20 project, the design of Blocks 1 1 and 12 has 
moved away fiom the typical combination of red brick and white precast - which is common to 
the area - to a composition of three colors of brick, metal and glass. However, this design 
remains consistent with the Design Guidelines, which require vertical proportions, high quality 
materials and detailing, a well-defined base-middle-top composition, and strong design elements 
at the top of all three buildings, which have been designed as an ensemble. 

Block 11: Specific Compliance with the Eisenhower East Design Guidelines 

Under the Eisenhower East Design Guidelines, Block 11 has both "A" (Anchor Street) and "C" 
(Dock Lane, Southern Street, and Port Street) frontages. These fkontage guidelines outline 
specific design requirements for buildings and the adjoining streets. "A" fiontages define the 
character and tone of the district. "C" streets provide a means of access to service entries and 
parking structures as well as tertiary streets through the neighborhood. 

The Block 11 proposal digresses fkm the design guidelines in a few respects. Curb cuts are 
prohibited along "A" streets. The design proposal includes a drive aisle along Anchor Street into 
a surface parking lot serving the grocery store use. This curb cut concept was previously 
approved by City Council as part of the Stage 1 DSUP. Since the previous approval, the design 
of the surface parking lot has been improved to incorporate increased plantings, landscape 
screening, and porous pavers. 

Second, setbacks at a certain height above grade are required, and few setbacks are provided on 
both buildings. However, the intent of the setback requirements is to ensure that taller buildings 
have a pedestrian friendly mass and scale. Although the project does not comply with these 
requirements, the buildings incorporate an engaging and highly articulated base with active use 
space and projecting bays, fulfilling the intent of the setback requirements within the vocabulary 
of a more contemporary expression. 

Finally, for "A" street fqades.. . In general, although the Block 1 1 project deviates slightly fiom 
a few guidelines under the "A" frontage requirements, staff is supporting these areas of non- 
conformance, since the design decisions in question give significant merit to the buildings. 

Block 12: Spec@k Compliance with the EGenhower Easi Design Guidelines 

Under the Eisenhower East Design Guidelines, Block 12 has "A" (Anchor Street, Eisenhower 
Avenue, northern portion of Port Street), "B" (southern portion of Port Street) and "C" (Dock 
Lane, Southern Street, Port Street) street frontages. "B" streets connect primary streets to each 
other and to service streets, and provide access options throughout the neighborhood. "A" and 
"C" fiontages have been described in the previous section. These fkontage guidelines outline 
specific design requirements for buildings and the adjoining streets. 



Setback-to-Height Ratio Modification 

As part of this proposal, the applicant is also requesting a waiver of the setback-to-height ratio 
requirements under Section 6-403a of the Zoning Ordinance, which states that a building is 
required to be set back from the centerline of the street it faces a distance equal to at least half the 
height of the building at every point. Building heights on Blocks 11 and 12 range between 370 
and 339 feet tall respectively, and the distance between buildings across Dock Lane is 
approximately 66 feet. Under Section 6-403a of the Zoning Ordinance, the buildings along Dock 
Lane for this block would be required to step back substantially or overall heights would need to 
be reduced, assuming the building footprints and towers are in their current location. As 
discussed earlier, the building massing approved in the Stage 1 DSUP for Blocks 11 and 12 
consisted of a higher street wall along Dock Lane but lower overall tower heights. In the current 
proposal, the applicant expressed the desire to open up Dock Lane and consolidate more floor 
area on the building towers. The building massing in the current proposal was also determined 
based on the following: the desire to orient the rooftop amenity space and residential units for 
sun exposure; the site constraints related to the high-tension power lines on Block 11; and the 
desire to provide sun exposure on Dock Lane. For these reasons, staff supports a modification 
under Section 6-403a of the Zoning Ordinance for Blocks 11 and 12. 

Building Signage 

The Hofhan Coordinated Sign Plan (SUP-0 163), approved in 1 998, includes signage standards 
for all of Hoffman Town Center, including this site. Staff has included conditions requiring the 
design and development of additional signage for business signs, interpretive signs and specific 
signage for the grocery store so that it will be prominent from key locations approaching the site, 
including the Port Street and Dock Lane intersection, the eastbound Eisenhower Avenue and 
Swamp Fox Road intersection, and the elevated Metro Station platform. 

L. Green Building 

Under the City's new Green Building Policy adopted in April 2009, this development project 
would be required to achieve the U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) Certified level for New Construction or equivalent. Several 
green building elements that will accompany this proposal include: native plantings to reduce 
potable water use for irrigation, high-albedo roof materials on site and on building roofs, locally 
sourced materials, low-e glazing, energy efficient lighting and HVAC systems, and EPA 
Watersense low-flow plumbing fixtures. 

In lieu of the LEED system, the applicant has expressed interest in pursuing certification under 
the Green Globes Design system, which is owned and operated by the Green Building Initiative 
(GBI). Used in Canada and the U.S., Green Globes is a Canadian-based system that has been 
adapted for use in the U.S. Figure 4 contains a list of Green Globes certified projects. Both 
LEED and Green Globes originated from the Building Research Establishment Assessment 
Method (BREEAM), an environmental certification system launched in the United Kingdom in 
1990. 

The applicant has cited a few reasons for preferring to obtain certification through Green Globes 
over LEED. They have expressed that Green Globes is more user-friendly, providing guidance 
throughout the green building certification process. In addition, the applicant is interested in the 



option for obtaining points for conducting a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of building 
assemblies and materials that is offered under Green Globes but not through LEED. 

Although staff recognizes these advantages, staff is not certain that Green Globes is currently an 
equivalent system to LEED. The "Green Building White Paper for the City of Alexandria" 
prepared by Environmental Resources Management (ERM) dated December 25, 2007 notes that 
the two systems which appear to meet most of the criteria set for the City are LEED and Green 
Globes. The white paper attests that "both rating systems include many of the same green 
building criteria and are similar in content." However, under the City's Green Building Policy, 
and consistent with the ERM white paper, LEED is currently considered the City's preferred 
system. Staff has several reservations with the Green Globes system. First, the energy modeling 
procedures of the two systems are not equivalent; Green Globes is more simplified for purposes 
of being more accessible and user friendly. LEED has more stringent requirements stipulating 
who on the project team is permitted to perform the energy modeling. Second, entry to obtaining 
1 Green Globe is lower than entry to achieving the LEED Certified level. Third, there are 
differences in the reporting and verfication requirements for both systems. These differences 
and other staff concerns are not discussed here, as a detailed analysis and comparison of the 
technical differences between LEED and Green Globes is beyond the scope of this report. 

To address the discrepancies between the two systems, staff has several recommendations. Since 
eligibility for 1 Green Globe begins at the 35 percent level, staff is requiring that a minimum of 
40 percent of the possible points be achieved, the minimum threshold for the LEED Certified 
level. See Table 3 below for a comparison of the LEED and Green Globes points systems. If the 
applicant opts for Green Globes certification, staff is recommending the following conditions to 
address the concerns described earlier, creating a more level playing field between the LEED and 
Green Globes systems: 

Achievement of a minimum of 40 percent of the total possible Green Globes points; 

A third-party assessment, which is the New Construction (NC) Stage I and I1 assessment 
under the GBI Green Globes system; 

A GBI-certified energy modeling analysis to achieve a minimum score of 75 based on 
EPA's National Energy Performance Rating System; and 

If the project becomes eligible, a certified Energy Star rating of 75 based on EPA's 
National Energy Performance Rating System. 



Table 3. Comparison of LEED and Green Globes points systems. 
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In light of these recommendations, it is important for the City to monitor and evaluate the 
comparative performance metrics between the Green Globes and LEED systems - including 
current and future versions - to ensure that future development proposals desiring to pursue 
Green Globes certification will be on par with LEED. 
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The applicant is also requesting permission to build taller mechanical penthouses than the 15- 
foot maximum height currently permitted under the Zoning Ordinance. Section 6-403(B)(2)(b) 
of the Zoning Ordinance requires a special use permit to increase the penthouse height beyond 
the permitted 15 feet. Staff supports the applicant's request for 34-foot tall penthouses on Blocks 
11 and 12 because the elevators will be providing access to the roofs and the additional height is 
necessary both to accommodate increased mechanical overruns and to meet current code 
requirements for the high speed elevators required in the residential buildings. The applicant has 
committed to keep this height as low as technically feasible as they progress through detailed 
design of the building. 
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In addition, the applicant is requesting a special use permit to build more than one penthouse on 
Block 12. The added penthouse is needed because there are two elevators serving the building. 
Staff supports the request for incorporation of an additional penthouse on Block 12 for these 
purposes and has worked with the applicant to integrate the penthouse design into the overall 
building design. 

N. Public Art 

The 2006 CDD amendment included a condition of approval requiring that the applicant prepare 
a plan for sculpture and public art as part of the submission of the f ~ s t  Stage 2 DSUP for the 



Hoffman properties. This Public Art Plan must be reviewed and approved by the Planning 
Commission and City Council. 

The document submitted and included as Attachment H, along with a submitted map designating 
locations throughout the Hoffman holdings for future locations of public art, represents a 
cohesive plan for the location and type of public art that will be provided throughout the 
Hoffman holdings, which comprise the majority of the Eisenhower East neighborhood. Staff and 
the applicant have worked to develop a Public Art Plan which lays out processes for selection 
and implementation of public art. Additional refinements to the Public Art Plan will be made 
prior to final site plan - specifically, historic and interpretive goals will be incorporated into the 
Public Art Plan upon creation of the Historic Interpretive Plan. The Public Art Plan will also 
provide for opportunities to interpret history in the design and signage of the open space in the 
area. These refinements will crystallize the vision for the area to serve as a framework for 
determining the type of art or specific art piece for each location identified in the Plan. Staff is 
recommending approval of the Public Art Plan as provided in Attachment H. 

0. Encroachment into Resource Protection Area 

This property contains a Resource Protection Area (RPA) on the northeastern portion of the 
property. The Eisenhower East Small Area Plan requires that this RPA be bisected by a public 
road, Port Street. The remnant RPA is then disconnected from the live stream and surrounded by 
highly urbanized development, severely compromising its functional ecosystem benefits. The 
applicant has requested and received an administrative approval from the Director of 
Transportation and Environmental Services to encroach into the RPA under Section 13-116, (B) 
of the Environmental Management Ordinance. The applicant has agreed to provide off-site 
mitigation to more properly restore the functionality of a Resource Protection Area elsewhere in 
the city. 

P. Encroachment into Public Right of Way for Electn'cal Transformer Vaults 

Staff had several meetings with the applicant and Dominion Virginia Power on the location of 
several large electrical transformer vaults needed to serve the project. After exploring all options, 
including locating the vaults within the Virginia Dominion Power easement under the surface 
parking lot, it was concluded that the only feasible location for the vaults was under the sidewalk 
in the Port Street right-of-way. Staff has worked with the applicant on revising the preliminary 
plan to that ensure the location of the vaults will not conflict with the ability to provide street 
trees between the vaults and the curb. Additionally, staff has added conditions requiring the 
applicant to obtain and maintain a policy of general liability insurance in the amount of 
$1,000,000, which will indemnify the applicant and the City against all claims, demands, suits, 
etc., and all costs related to any bodily injury or property damage which may occur as a result of 
the granting of the encroachment. Therefore, staff supports the requested encroachment into the 
public right of way for the location of the transformer vaults. 

V. COMMUNITY 

Staff and the applicant have contacted business and homeowner associations in the vicinity to 
inform the community of the project. A presentation has been made to the surrounding 
community, which includes the Meridian at Eisenhower, Carlyle Towers, and other residential' 
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groups, and the Eisenhower Partnership. The Blocks 11 and 12 development proposal was also 
discussed at length at several publicly noticed Design Review Board meetings, and the 
community had opportunities to ask questions and engage in the design review for the 
development. The project has also been discussed at meetings of the Federation of Civic 
Associations. Overall, there was support for this project and wncems were not expressed 
regarding the development proposal. 

M. CONCLUSION 

Staff recommends approval of the development special use permit with site plan and all related 
applications subject to compliance with all applicable codes and the following staff 
recommendations. 

Staff: Faroll Hamer, Director, Planning and Zoning; 
Thomas Canfield, City Archim Planning and Zoning, 
Gwen Wright, Chief, Development 
~ a r y  waGer, RLA, Priucid Planner, 
Natalie Sun. AICP. LEED AP. Former Staff Member: 
Shanna Gpor ta t iod  and E n v i r o m d  services; 
Daniel Irnig, Transportation and Environmental Services; 
Matt ~ e h o n ,  ~&por~ation and Environmental Services; 
Bethany Carton Recreation Parks & Cultural Activitia: and 
Eric &la, office of Housing. 
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architectural site with 
articulation 

o Architecturally significant 
f&e: North faqade ' 

o Required architectural 
feature: West and East 

o Setbacks vary from visual 
only to 5' to 20' 

o Buildings have 40' 
streehuall (typical) 

o High quality, highly 
articulated architecture 

o Key building comers, 
including north hqade, are 
accented 

o Features provided facing 
Metro Station and Capital 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

sides of site 
o Port St., Anchor & Dock 

Ln;: Golden Raintree or 

Street Frontage 
Design Principles: 
Street Frontage 
Plan 

*Fmposal includes bonus 

Beltway 
o Port St., Anchor & Dock 

Ln.: Golden Raintree 
Yes 

**Staffsupports waiver 

Japmese Pagoda 
Street Frontages: 
o Buildings shall front the 

street 
o Main pedesttianentries 
o Active uses mall street 

frontages 
o Highest quality of 

archi- fapde & 
s l ~ ~ k a p e  treatment 

o No visible curb 
cutdservice alleys on A 
Streets 

o Structured pking  shall be. 
screened with active uses 
min. 30' deep from 
building face 

o Architectural features may 
not extend more than 4' 
past build-to-lie & may 
not exceed 12' in width. 
Projection must be 15'+ 
above sidewalk 

density SUP requcsl for pvisicm of affordable 

o Buildings front the street 
o Main pedestrian entries on 

Anchor, Eisenhower, Dock 
and Port 

o Active uses on Anchor, 
Eisenhower. Do& and Port 

o High quality, highly 
articulated architecture 

o No visible curb cuWservice 
alleys on A Streets 

o No above grade parking 
provided. 

o Ceaain canopies may be 
built to a width in excess of 
12 f&. as shown in 
submission and supported 
by staff. 

housing 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

NIA 

Yes 



Figure 3: Block 12 summmy mmplianee tab&- Ebenhower Easl Design Guid&ea 

Architectural 
Articulation 

Street Tree Plan I 

Consistent 
Yes 
No* 
No** 
Yes 

- 

Land Use 
Density 
Height 
Buildhe aetbncks 

Street Frontage 
Design Principles: 
Street Frontage - 
Plan 

D e s h  GlaideUnw 
Residential & Retail 
545,762 sfAGFA 
250' 
o Meet the build-to-line at 

the streetwall 
Min. 7' setback at specific 
heights above the sidewalk 
Buildings on all other 
streets except Eisenhower 
and C-fbntages, shall 

Development Proposal 
Residential & Retail 
64 1,964 sf AGFA 
Varies: 277-370' 
o Meets build-to lime 

have 40'-60'~st~etwall 
Site shall be a signature I o 

o Setbacks vary from visual 
only to 5' to 20' 

o Buildings have 40' 
amtwall (typical) 

arcbitectd sitewith 
articulation 
Architectdly significant 
f e e :  North f&e 
Required mhitectural 
feature: west and East 
sides of site 

High quality, highly 
articulated architecture 
Key building corners, 
including north fapde, are 
accented 
Architectural features 
provided facing RPA and 
Metro Station 

o 

o Yes - 
I o port st. & ~ o c k  ~ n . :  
1 Golden Raintree or 

Japanese Pagoda 
Street Frontages: 
o Buildings shall front the 

strcet 
o Main pedestrian entries 
o Active uses on all street 

frontages 
o H i e s t  quality of 

architectural figade & 
streetscape treahnont 

o No visible curb 
cuts/service alleys on A 
Streets 

o Structured parking shall be 
screened with active uses 
min. 30' deep h m  
building face 

o Architectural features may 
not extend more than 4' 
past build-to-line & may 
not exceed 12' in width. 
Projection must be IS'+ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

N/A 

Yes 

o Port St., Anchor & Dock 
Ln.: Golden Raintree 

o Buildings h u t  the stree.t 
o Main pedestrian entries on 

Anchor, Eisenhower, Dock 
and Port. 

o Active uses on Anchor, 
Eisenhower, Dock and Port 

o High quality, highly 
articulated architecture 

o No visible curb cuts/sewice 
alleys on A Streels 

o Above grade parking facing 
Port St is screened by 40-55 
ft of active use. 

o Certain canopies may be 
built to a width in excess of 
12 ft as shown in 
submission and supported 
by staff. 

I I above sidewalk I 
* Proposal includes MPA request for increased height 
"Staffsupportp waiver 









































































































































































































































































































































































McCuireWoods LLP 
1750 Tysons Boulevard 

Suite 1800 
McLean, VA 221 02-421 5 

Phone: 703.71 2.5000 
Fax: 703.712.5050 

www.mcguirewoods.com 

Land Uk and Environmental 
j~@mcguircwods.corn 

April 16,201 0 

VL4 E M L  TO iackie.hender~o@daandriavapm 
Mayor Euille and Members of City Council 
City Hall 
30 1 King Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 223 14 

RE: HofEnan, Blocks 11 and 12, April 17', Docket Item #6 

Dear Mayor Euille and Members of City Council: 

On behalf of our client, the Hofiinan Family, LLC ("Hoffinan"), we are writing to: 
1) summarize the applicable provisions of the Hoffman Process Agreement (the "Process 
Agreement") and the Hoffman Stage 1 DSUP; 2) to request changes to the staff recommended 
conditions for the Stage 2 Block 11 and 12 Development Special Use Permit 2009-0004 (the 
"Stage 2 DSUP"); and 3) request changes to the affordable housing conditions as approved by 
the Planning Commission. 

I. The Stage 1 DSUP And The Process Agreement Provide Hoffman With Vested 
Development Rights And Established The Parameters For The Stage 2 DSUP. 

The approved concept plan for the Hoffman properties (CDD 2005-0002) and the DSUP 
#1 for Blocks 11 and 12 @SUP 2005-034)(referred to collectively as the "Stage 1 DSUP"), 
established the allowable density, set the street grid provided basic building massing for each 
block, established all the proffers of development, financial, infrastructure, open space, etc., and 
established all the conditions of the development, other than those items that specifically related 
to the Stage 2 agreed upon DSP Checklist with an " N  to denote they were not addressed in the 
Stage 1 DSUP. 

The Stage 1 DSUP provides Hoffinan with vested development rights and sets forth the 
parameters for the Stage 2 DSUP as the process by which the vested rights in the Stage 1 DSUP 
are further engineered and architecturally refined for approval and development. Hoffman and 
the City memorialized this process by executing the Process Agreement. 

The Process Agreement states that the Stage 2 DSUP will only address those few issues 
marked 'W'on the DSP Checklist attached to the Process Agreement and explicitly states that the 
terms and development conditions approved in the Stage 1 DSUP cannot be modified by the 
Stage 2 DSUP unless the City and Hofhan mutually agree to the changes. 

Almaty I Atlanta ( Baltimore ( Brussels ( Charlotte 1 CharlouesvilIe 1 Chicago 1 Jacksonville ) London ) Lor Angels 
New York ( N d d k  ( Pittsburgh 1 Raleigh ( Richmond 1 Tysons Corner j Washington, D.C. 1 Wiimington 



April 1 6, 20 10 
Page 2 

11. Hofiinan And The City Have Not Reached An Agreement On Three Of The Staff 
Recommended Conditions Contained In The Stage 2 DSUP. 

Over the past 18 months HofFinan and the City staff have worked together to reach an 
agreement on all but 3 of the 136 staff recommended conditions. Therefore, given the provisions 
of the Process Agreement and the Stage 2 DSUP, we respectfully request the following 3 
revisions: 

-J\ Condition 8(Q 

f Provided that the Citv agrees to reimburse the avvlicant (bv form of credit to final site vlan fee, 
building ~ermit. andlor CO fee. at ap~licant's election) for all costs incurred in connection with 
d e s i h p  the portion of the plaza that the ap~licant does not have the obligation to construct in 
the Stage 2 PDSUP Infrastructure Phasing Plan on Sheet 10 of the Prelirninarv Plan, the final 
design of the eastern plaza shall include the area under the metro platform and such design shall 
be completed prior to final site plan approval for the Stage 2 DSUP for Blocks 1 1 and 12. The 
plaza shall include at a minimum, hardscaping and landscaping to accommodate informal and 
formal outdoor events, shows and other activities for workers, retail patrons and visitors, as well 
as residents of the City. The square shall also include the following: 

Condition 15 (0 - SSQIIG 

Condition 72 
The Applicant shall construct the Eisenhower Avenue widening imvrovements alonn Block 12, 
including but not limited to the Sidewalk Area travel lanes and median, ~ r i o r  to the release of 
the final certificate of occupancv for Block 12. If the Citv obtains funding for and schedules the 
construction of the Eisenhower Avenue widening imurovements bv the Citv or its designee prior 
to the release of the final site ~ l a n  for Block 12. the applicant shall dw-provide a payment of 
$795,882.00 to the City in satisfaction of the Applicant's obligation under Condition 26 of 
CDD2005-0002 to pay the equivalent of the actual cost of constructing the Eisenhower Avenue 



April 16,2010 
Page 3 

111. The Planning Commission's Extension Of The Time Period For The Reservation Of 
The Affordable Housing Units In Perpetuity Is Not In Accordance With The City's 
Affordable Housing Policy. 

At the April 6,20 10 Planning Commission hearing, the Planning Commission proposed 
and approved an amendment to the recommended conditions of approval to require the perpetual 
provision of the affordable housing rental units. This recommendation is counter to the City's 
current affordable housing policy. H o b  cannot agree to the perpetual provision of the 
affordable units. As such, we request that Condition 5 1 be restored to the version recommended 
by staff as noted below. In addition, we have submitted a unit mix to the City and request that 
the City Council approve the unit mix as submitted and delete the reference to a mix of units to 
be approved by the Director of Housing. If the City cannot agree to the changes below, Hoffman 
will withdraw its request for the affordable housing density bonus and request that the 120,760 
square feet of residential density provided by the affordable housing density bonus be transferred 
to Blocks 11 and 12 fiom Block 24. 

&x PJ+Y Condition 50 piP 

-The developer shall provide the mix of fifty-six 
affordable set-aside rental units as set forth in the unit matrix submitted to the Director of 
Housing on April 15.20 10. The total gross floor area for the affordable set-aside units shall be 
equal to 113 of the affordable housing density bonus. The portion of the affordable units 
applicable to each building shall be provided as each building is occupied. 

Condition 51 -h% ~ i v d  
Rents payable for the set-aside units shall not exceed the maximum rents allowed under the 
Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credit program for households with incomes at or below 60% 
of Washington D.C. Metropolitan Area Family Median Income (taking into account utility 
allowances and any charges for parking spaces) for a veriod of 30 years fiom the date of initial 
occu~ancv of each affordable unit. The developer shall re-certify the incomes of such households 
annually. (Housing) 

Finally, at this point in the development process, the applicant is in the process of 
finalizing the interior design of the individual tenant units and amenity spaces for the project. 
The applicant will work with staff during the final site plan approval process to ensure that the 
project can accommodate market expectations for these spaces while complying with the total 
adjusted gross floor area limitations contained within the CDD#2 and Stage 2 DSUP approval. 
Given the size and scale of the buildings in this application and the precise floor area limitations 
contained in the approvals, the applicant may in the future request City Council approval of a 
minor transfer of residential floor area to Block 1 1 or 12 fiom another property owned by the 
applicant within Hoffman CDD#2. Such a transfer would not change the height or massing of 



April 16,20 10 
Page 4 

the buildings and would only be needed to reconcile the difference between the massing 
approved in this application and the final site plan floor area calculations. 

We appreciate the time and effort both staff and the Planning Commission have invested 
in this Stage 2 DSUP and we look forward to discussing these revisions with you at the City 
Council hearing on April 1 7h. 

Sincerely, 

J8natha.n P. Rak 
Enclosures 

cc: Faroll Harner, Director, Planning and Zoning (via email) 
Gwen Wright, Chief, Development Division (via email) 
James Banks, City Attorney (via ernail) 
Michael Perine, Hoffian (via email) 



Language in April 16" letter to Council: 

Condition 72 
'The Applicant shall construct the Eisenhower Avenue widening immvements alone Block 12, 
$ f  ian. ~r ior  to che re1 
the final certificate of occuoancv for Block 12. If the Citv obtains flndiw for and schedules the 
construction of the Eisenhower Avenue widening i m m o v w  bv the Citv or its &we mior 
to the release of the final site plan for Block 12 the applicant shall ekh-provide a payment of 
$795,882.00 to the City in satisfaction of the Applicant's obligation under Condition 26 of 
CDD2005-0002 to pay the equivalent of the actual cost of coastntcting the Eisenhower Avenue 

& 
,@dW q, 

Proposed revisions (recommended by T&ES and P&Z): @P 9- 
The Applicant shall design and construct the Eisenhower Avenue widening 
improvements along Block 12, including but not limited to the sidewalk area, travel lanes 
and median, prior to the release of the final certificate of occupancy for Block 12. The 
design of these improvements shall be to the satisfaction of the Directors of T&ES and 
P&Z. If, however, the City notifies the Applicant, prior to the commencement of 
construction for either Blocks 11 or 12, that the City will be undertaking construction of 
the Eisenhower Avenue widening improvements including the frontage of Block 12, then 
the Applicant shall provide a payment of $795,882.00 to the City in satisfaction of the 
Applicant's obligation under Condition 26 of CDD2005-0002 to pay the equivalent of the 
actual cost of constructing the Eisenhower Avenue improvements. This payment is 
required prior to release of the first certificate of occupancy for Block 11 or 12, provided, 
however, that in no event shall payment be made later than 24 months from the 
commencement of construction of either Blocks 1 1 or 12. 



SPEAKER'S FORM 

DOCKET ITEM NO. L 
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND GIVE IT TO THE CITY CLERK 

BEFORE YOU SPEAK ON A DOCKET ITEM 

PLEASE ANNOUNCE THE INFORMATION SPECIFIED BELOW PRIOR T O  SPEAKING. 

1. NAME: 

2. ADDRESS: 

4. WHAT IS YO POSITION ON THE ITEM? 
FOR: fl AGAINST: OTHER: 

5. NATURE OF YOUR INTEREST IN ITEM (PROPERTY OWNER, ATTORNEY, LOBBYIST, C M C  
INTEREST, ETC.): 

6. ARE YOU R EIVING COMPENSATION FOR THIS APPEARANCE BEFORE COUNCIL? 
YES NO 

This form shall be kept as a part of the permanent record in those instances where financial interest or 
compensation is indicated by the speaker. 

A maximum of three minlites will be allowed for your presentation, except that one officer or other designated 
member speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring 
to be heard on a docket item shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must identify 
yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association you 
represent, at  the start of your presentation. If you have a prepared statement, please leave a copy with the Clerk. 

Additional time not to exceed 15 minutes may be obtained with the consent of the majority of the council present; 
provided notice requesting additional time with reasons stated is filed with the City Clerk in writing before 5:00 
p.m. of the day preceding the meeting. 

The public normally may speak on docket items only at  public hearing meetings, and not at  regular legislative 
meetings. Public hearing meetings are usually held on the Saturday following the second Tuesday in each month; 
regular legislative meetings on the second and fourth Tuesdays in each month. The rule with respect to when a 
person may speak to a docket item at a legislative meeting can be waived by a majority vote of council members 
present but such a waiver is not normal practice. When a speaker is recognized, the rules of procedures for 
speakers at  public hearing meetings shall apply. If an item is docketed forpublic hearing at a regular legislative 
meeting, the public may speak to that item, and the rules of procedures for speakers at  public hearing meetings 
shall apply. 

In addition, the public may speak on matters which are not on the docket during the Public Discussion Period 
at  public hearing meetings. The mayor may grant permission to a person, who is unable to participate in public 
discussion at  a public hearing meeting for medical, religious, family emergency or other similarly substantial 
reasons, to speak a t  a regular legislative meeting. When such permission is granted, the rules of procedures for 
public discussion at  public hearing meetings shall apply. 

Guidelines for the Public Discussion Period 

(a) All speaker request forms for the public discussion period must be submitted by the time the item is called by 
the city clerk. 

(b) No speaker will be allowed more than three minutes; except that one officer or other designated member 
speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association o r  unit owners' association desiring to be 
heard during the public discussion period shall be allowed five minutes. In  order to obtain five minutes, you must 
identify yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' 
association you represent, at the start of your presentation. 

(c) If more speakers are signed up than would be allotted for in 30 minutes, the mayor will organize speaker 
requests by subject or position, and allocated appropriate times, trying to ensure that speakers on unrelated 
subjects will also be allowed to speak during the 30 minute public discussion period. 

(d) If speakers seeking to address council on the same subject cannot agree on a particular'order or method that 
they would like the speakers to be called on, thespeakers shall be called in the chronological order of their request 
forms' submission. 

(e) Any speakers not called during the public discussion period will have the option to speak at  the conclusion of 
the meeting, after all docketed items have been heard. r ' i  



APPLICATION for ENCROACHMENT # d D l O  - /+[H 4 
[must use black ink or type] 

PROPERTY LOCATION: 22 10 Eisenhower Avenue 

TAX MAP REFERENCE: 078.02-01-03 ZONE: CDD#2 

APPLICANTS NAME: Hoffman Familv LLC 

ADDRESS: 2210 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria. Virginia 

PROPERTY OWNER NAME: Same as above 

ADDRESS: Same as above 

ENCROACHMENT DESCRIPTION: Request for a~proval of an encroachment into the public right-of- 

wav for underground electrical transformer vaults on site due to limited site area and utility easements. 

INSURANCE CARRIER (copy attached) POLICY # A certificate of general 

liability insurance in the amount of $1,000,000 which will indemnify the owner and names the city as an additional insured must 
be attached to this application. 

TRE UNDERSIGNED hereby applies for an Encroachment Ordimce in accordance with the provisions of Section 8-1-1 6 and Sections 3-2-82 
and 85 of the Code of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED, having obtained permission torn the property owner, hereby grants permission to h e  City of Alexandria to post placard 
notice on thc property for which this application is requested, pursuant to Article XI, Section 11-301 (J3) of the 1992 Zoning Ordinance of the 
City of Alexandria, Virginia 

THE UNDERSIGNED also attests that all of the information herein provided and specifically including all surveys, drawings, etc., required of 
the applicant are true, correct and accurate to the best of their knowledge and belief. 

A 

Jonathan P. Rak, Esa., Agent 
Print Name of Applicant or Agent 

McGuireWoods LLP Y 

1750 Tysons Boulevard. Suite 1800 (703) 712-541 1 (703) 71 2-523 1 
Mailing/Street Address Telephone # Fax # 

McLean. Virginia 22102 3 h ~ ~ a r d  
City and State Zip Code /  ate 

- - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - =DO NOT WHTE BELOWTHISLINE - OFFICE USE ONLY =========== 
Application Received: Date & Fee Paid: S 

I 

ACTION - PLANNING COMMISSION: %C b-0 4 \ b \ \ 0  
I 

I. 



APPLICATION for 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIAL USE PERMIT with SITE PLAN 

Dsup # 2bw-q 
REVISED 1 1/6/09 

PROJECT NAME: Hoffman Blocks 11 and Block 12 

PROPERTY LOCATION: 22 10 Eisenhower Avenue 

TAX MAP REFERENCE: 078.02-0 1-03 ZONE: CDD#2 

APPLICANT Name: Hoffman Companv, LLC 
Address: 246 1 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 2233 1-0 100 

PROPERTY OWlVER Name: Hoffman Family, LLC 
Address: 2461 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 2233 1-0 100 

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL: Request for a secondary Development Special Use Permit pursuant to CDD 
Concept Design Plan #2005-0002 to complete the Development Special Use Permit 2005-0034 approved in 
Februarv 2006 for Residential and Retail Uses and associated parking on Blocks 11 and 12 of the 
Eisenhower East Small Area Plarl. 

MODIFICATIONS REQUESTED: 1)  Modification of Section 8-200(E) of the zoning ordinance that 
requires that onlv 30% of retail spaces mav be compact as described in the application: 2) Modification of 
Section 11-410(CC) and the Alexandria Landscape Guidelines as described in the application; 3) 
Modification of the Eisenhower East Small Area Plan Design Guidelines as described in the application. 

SUP'S REQUESTED: 1) SUP for a densitv bonus pursuant to Section 7-700 as described in the application; 
2) SUP for mechanical penthouses pursuant to Section 6-403(B)(2) as described in the application; 3) 
DSUP #2 pursuant to Hoffman CDD Concept Plan 2005-0002; 4) an amendment to TMP SUP 2005-01 15 
to incorporate increase AGFA and number of parking spaces; and 5) amendment to CDD 2005-0002 to 
include the revised AGFA, varkina spaces and height for blocks 1 1 and 12. 

THE UNDERSIGNED hereby applies for Development Site Plan. with Special Use Permit, approval in accordance with the 
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 
THE UNDERSIGNED, having obtained permission from the property owner, hereby grants permission to the City of Alexandria 
to post placard notice on the property for which this application is requested, pursuant to Article X1, Section 1 1-301 (B) of the 1992 
Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria. Virginia. 
THE UNDERSIGNED also attests that all of the information herein provided and specifically including all surveys, drawings, 
etc., required of the applicant are true, correct and accurate to the best of his knowledge and belief. 

Joanna C. Frizzell, Esq. 
Jonathan P. Rak, Esq. 
Print Name of Applicant or Agent 

McGuireWoods LLP (703) 712-5349 (703) 712-5217 
1750 Tysons Blvd., Suite 1800 (JPR) (703) 712-541 1 1703) 712-5231 
Mailing/Street Address Telephone # Fax # 
McLean, Virginia 22 102 
Cicy and State Zip Code Date 
- -- -- - -- - - ---- - -- - DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE - OFFICE USE ONLY =========== 

Application Received: Received Plans for Completeness: 
Fee Paid & Date: % Received Plans for Preliminary: 
ACTION - PLANNING COMMISSION: &r m m L  
ACTION - CITY COLTNCIL: - q/ r 7 / I 0 - CL adw o v e d  'PC 



REVISED: I 1/6/09 

PROPERTY LOCATION: 2210 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virainia 

APPLICANT 

Name: 
Address: 

Hoffman Company, LLC 
2461 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virainia 22331-000 

PROPERTY OWNER: 
Hoffman Familv, LLC Name: 

Address: 2461 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virainia 22331-0100 

Interest in property: 
[ ] Owner [ ] Contract Purchaser 

[XI Developer [ ] Lessee [ ] Other 

If property owner or applicant is being represented by an authorized agent such as an attorney, a realtor, or 
other person for which there is some form of compensation, does this agent or the business in which they 
are employed have a business license to operate in Alexandria, VA: 

[x] yes: If yes, provide proof of current City business license. 

[ ] no: If no, said agent shall obtain a business license prior to filing application. 

THE UNDERSIGNED certifies that the information supplied for this application is complete and accurate, 
and, pursuant to Section 11-301 B of the Zoning Ordinance, hereby grants permission to the City of 
Alexandria, Virginia, to post placard notice on the property which is the subject of this application. 

Joanna C. Frizzell, E s q  
Jonathan P. Rak, Esa. 
Print Name of Applicant or Agent 

McGuireWoods LLP 703) 71 2-5349 (703) 71 2-521 7 
1750 Tvsons Blvd., Suite 1800 (JPR) (703) 71 2-541 1 1703) 712-5231 
MailingIStreet Address Telephone # Fax # 

McLean, VA 221 02 
City and State Zip Code Date 

I Application Received: Fee Paid: $ I 
Legal advertisement: 

NNlNG COMMISSION q!uQ. ACTION - cw COUNCIL: ~ t /  47 1 1 0 - C.C w o l d '  
on 'fW8dr)- l o  - n 'PC reco r n m ~  b+r oq 6 -0 

application master plan amend.pdf 
8/1/06 PnzWpplications. Forms, Checklists\Plann~ng Commission 

4-- 



y* f..' ":'% 
r- 4- APPLICATION 

CDD # 20W -0002- 
[must use black ink or type] 

PROPERTY LOCATION: 221 0 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 

TAX MAP REFERENCE: 078.02-01 -03 ZONE: CDD #2 

APPLICANT'S NAME: Hoffman Company, LLC 

ADDRESS: 2461 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria Virginia 22331-0100 

PROPERTY OWNER NAME: Hoffman Family, LLC 
ADDRESS: 2461 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22331 -01 00 

REQUEST Request for an amendment to CDD 2005-0002 to incorporate the revised 
AGFA, height and number of parking spaces requested pursuant to a bonus density special use permit. 

THE UNDERSIGNED hereby applies for CDD Development Concept Plan approval in accordance with the provisions of 

Section 5-600 of the 1992 Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED, having obtained permission from the property owner, hereby grants permission to the City of Alexandria to 

post placard notice on the property for which this application is requested, pursuant to Article XI, Section 11-301(B) of the 1992 

Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED hereby attests that all of the information herein provided and specifically including all surveys, drawings, etc., 

required to be furnished by the applicant are true, correct and accurate to the best of their knowledge and belief. The applicant is 

hereby notified that any written materials, drawings or illustrations submitted in support of this application and any specific oral 

representations made to the Planning Commission or City Council in the course of public hearings on this application will be binding 

on the applicant unless those materials or representations are clearly stated to be non-binding or illustrative of general plans and 

intentions, subject to substantial revision, pursuant to Article XI, Section 11-207(A)(10), of the 1992 Zoning Ordinance of the City of 

Alexandria, Virginia. 

Joanna C. Frizzell, Esquire, Agent 
Jonathan P. Rak, Esquire, Agent 
Print Name of Applicant or Agent 

IMcGuireWoods LLP ( ~ ~ \ ( 7 0 3  712-5349 (703) 712-521 7 
1750 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 1800 (JPR) 
MailingIStreet Address 

d 7 1 2 - 5 4 1 1  (703)712-5231 
Telephone # Fax # 

McLean, VA 22 102 
City and State Zip Code Date 

I Application Received: Date and Fee Paid: 

ACTION - PLANNING COMMISSION: ACTION -CITY COUNCIL: 

application CDD development plan.pdf . 
8/1/06 PnzWpplications, Forms, Checklists\Planning Commission \10077871.1 ' 

. I  Q-l 



of two street names; zoned CDD-2lCoordinated Development District-2. 
Applicant: Hoffman Company, LLC represented by Jonathan Rak, attorney 

PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION: 
CDD RECONINIEIVD APPROVAL 6-0 
MPA RESOLUTION ADOPTED 6-0 
DSUP RECONIMEIVD APPROVAL wl  amendments 6-0 
TMP RECOMMEND APPROVAL 6-0 
ENC RECOMMEND APPROVAL 6-0 
SN APPROVED 6-0 

(A copy of the Planning Commission report dated April 6, 2010, is on file in the 
Office of the City Clerk and Clerk of Council, marked Exhibit No. 1 of Item No. 6; 
0411 711 0, and is incorporated as part of this record by reference.) 

Ms. Wright, Division Chief, Planning and Zoning, gave a presentation of the 
proposed project and responded to questions from Council about the proposal. 

Councilman Smedberg stated he was not feeling well and was leaving early, but 
wanted to note his support for the project. 

Please note: Due to illness, Councilman Smedberg left the meeting at 11:30 
a.m. 

The following person participated in the public hearing for this item: 

(a) Jonathan Rak, 1750 Tysons Blvd, McLean, attorney for the applicant, 
spoke in favor of the application and offered some amendments to conditions in a letter 
dated April 16, 201 0. Mr. Rak responded to questions from Council about the proposal. 

WHERELIPON, upon motion by Councilwoman Hughes, seconded by Vice 
Mayor Donley and carried 6-0, City Council closed the public hearing and approved the 
Planning Commission recommendation with the following changes: (1) amend condition 
8f as stated in the letter dated April 16, 2010 from the applicant by adding the phrase, " 
Provided that the City agrees to reimburse the applicant (by form of credit to final site 
plan fee, building permit, and/or CO fee, at applicant's election) for all costs incurred in 
connection with designing the portion of the plaza that the applicant does not have the 
obligation to construct in the Stage 2 PDSUP Infrastructure Phasing Plan on Sheet 10 
of the Preliminary Plan; " ( 2 )  strike condition 15f; (3) amend condition 72 to state," The 
Applicant shall design and construct the Eisenhower Avenue widening improvements 
along Block 12, including but not limited to the sidewalk area, travel lanes and median, 
prior to the release of the final certificate of occupancy for Block 12. The design of 
these improvements shall be to the satisfaction of the Directors of T&ES and P&Z. If, 



however, the City notifies the Applicant, prior to the commencement of construction for 
either Blocks 1 I or 12, that the City will be undertaking construction of the Eisenhower 
Avenue widening improvements including the frontage of Block 12, then the Applicant 
shall provide a payment of $795,882.00 to the City in the satisfaction of the Applicant's 
obligation under Condition 26 of CDD 2005-0002 to pay the equivalent of the actual 
cost of constructing the Eisenhower Avenue improvements. This payment is required 
prior to the release of the first certificate of occupancy for Block I 1  or 12, provided, 
however, that in no event shall payment be made later than 24 months from the 
commencement of construction of either Blocks I 1  or 12;" (4) amend condition 50 to 
delete the first sentence of the condition and add the following sentence in its place, " 
The developer shall provide the mix of fifty-six affordable set-aside rental units as set 
forth in the unit matrix submitted to the Director of Housing on April 15, 2010;" and (5) 
restore condition #51 to the original condition recommended by staff stating, "for a 
period of 30 years from the date of initial occupancy of each affordable unit." The 
voting was as follows: 

Hughes "aye" Fannon "aye" 
Donley "aye" Krupicka "aye" 
Euille "aye" Pepper "aye" 

Smed berg absent 

ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS 

7. Public Hearing, Second Reading and Final Passage of an Ordinance to Make 
Supplemental Appropriations For the Support of the City Government for Fiscal 
Year 201 0. 

(A copy of the City Manager's memorandum dated April 8, 2010, is on file in the 
Office of the City Clerk and Clerk of Council, marked Exhibit No. 1 of ltem No. 7; 
0411 711 0, and is incorporated as part of this record by reference. 

A copy of the informal memorandum explaining the ordinance is on file in the 
Office of the City Clerk and Clerk of Council, marked Exhibit No. 2 of ltem No. 7; 
0411 711 0, and is incorporated as part of this record by reference. 

A copy of the ordinance referred to in the above item, of which each Member of 
Council received a copy not less than 24 hours before said introduction, is on file in the 
Office of the City Clerk and Clerk of Council, marked Exhibit No. 3 of ltem No. 7; 
0411 711 0, and is incorporated as part of this record by reference.) 

WHEREUPON, upon motion by Vice Mayor Donley, seconded by Councilwoman 
Pepper and carried 4-2 by roll-call vote, City Council closed the public hearing and 
adopted an ordinance to make supplemental appropriations for the support of the City 
Government for Fiscal Year 201 0. The voting was follows: 

Donley "aye" Fannon "no" 


